2018 CQWW DX SSB Contest
QRM
DX QRM
40 m, 20 m. . .2E0EJZ. First licensed as M6TTZ on 20 May 2017.
Upgraded to 2E0WCG on 1 Aug 2018. . .2E0WCG. I didnt take
part in the CQ WW contest but just gave points. . .2I0WMN.
License since 2018-02-20. . .3Z5A. Thanks for the contest. IC718, 3el + dipole. . .4E1A. Used Kenwood TS-590S Radio, Wire
3 El Beam for 20-15-10 and Vertical antennas. . .4K6FO. A couple of hours operation accessing 4O3A station remotely from
south Italy. . .4O/E73A. Just a couple of hours operation accessing 4U1GSC station remotely. . .4U73B. First time I work with high
power. Good condition. Unfortunately, on Sunday morning, my
antenna was broken and fell, with the strong winds that there
were. Precariously install another dipole. See you in 2019 Ruben
4X0T (4Z5FI). . .4X0T. Check Log only. . .4X4LF. It's a great log
and i will use it again. . .5P1V. Single wire antenna. . .5P9R. At
the border of KI89HA and KI89HB, 50km North from Nairobi,
Kenya. . .5Z4/LZ4NM. Lots of fun, lots of new DX stations!. . .
5Z4BV. I enjoyed the contest. . .7K1JFM. I enjoyed the contest.
I have operated in JA2 area. . .7K1MAG. I enjoyed the contest
. . .7L1DST. I could enjoy the good contest. Tnx for a fine contest
again. IC-7600, Dipole-ANT. . .7N2UQC. I pleasant the contest
. . .7N4GIB. I enjoyed the contest. . .7N4JXR. I enjoyed the contest. . .8N1T. 80W, BALCONY ANTENNA. . .9A2TX. TS2000x &
CP6 multiband vertical. . .9A3TU. Ant: Dipole PWR: 50W. . .
9A5ADI. Nice contest, very different and changeable conndx. I
was very tired first night, so I slept over .... Participate just for fun.
Tnx for calling me. Tested legal limit QRO, and find OK, confident. No tech problem except audio recording... FT2K, 1400W,
2el yagi @33m. . .9A9R. Travelled once more to TaBertu for the
9H3HZ activation. It was a fun weekend, but could not log 100+
dxcc entities so not very much happy. . .9H3HZ. 9M2RHQ
9M2EPX 9W2LUP 9W2NDQ 9W2HGZ 9W2ZOW 9W2DSE. . .
9M2SDX. i like you contest cqww 2018. . .9M2VBC. CUAGN, 73
. . .9M4CHS. Excited. . .9W2BXN. 21 JUN 2016. . .9W2DVH. 23
OGOS 2017. . .9W2GVR. 22 FEBRUARI 2016. . .9W2LRN. 1508-2016. . . 9W2SAF. MANY THANKS FROM 9W2VMW OJ03va
. . . 9W2VMW. 4th Join CQWW...I Hope the best Propagation.
Good Luck to All Contester CQWW 2018. . .9W2VRD. GOOD
CONTEST..73. . .9W2VWT. Great fun from Muscat. Conditions
were "challenging". Had to go QRT for storms. . .A44A. 80W and
a WIRE DIPOLE PLUS CONDX!. . .A65CR. We have introduced
new antenna for 75/80m which is phased verticals of 4SQ. It was
working successfully to get many multipliers. However the condition from low latitude was much worse than expected. . .AH2R.
New location and with limited height of Hexbeam antenna (32
feet). Kiran VU2XE. . .AT3A. CHECKLOG. . .BA4VE. Ant: VERT
for 20m, Long wire for other bands. Rig: Zeus ZS-1 Amp: 100W
IC-730's PA unit. In 12 times calling after, worked EF8 station, on
40m in the morning here. . .BD7OB. CHECKLOG. . .BG9HKP.
FR4QT call "Out side of Europe" in Contest several times and
dates 15m 21.251 14:10h I think is not the spirit of Contest
Regards URA Team Leader C31US 73s. . .C37NL. Lic. First
issued 21/03/18. . .CD4PSH. I missed several hours cause
jobÃ¯¿_s duties... very loud QRN during first hours after sunsets...
the only option: QRT. However, enjoyed it as always!!! See you
all next year!. . .CO8ZZ. Great but very windy place in the southeastern corner od Europe. Many thanks to Jose, CU2CE and
Guillermo, CU4AB for their big support and the opportunity to use
the CU4DX-station. . .CR2L. Super Weekend,Radio,Fun and
Barbecue!Will be Back for Sure! 73s CR5K Team. . .CR5K.

19MAY2016. . .CS7AOM. Radio IC756PRO Linear ACOM A2100
Only 1000 W E Antena 6 Element on 21 Mhz I am im Holidays
im Portugal but now I Live im Brasil * PT7ZT. . .CT1AHU. HAD
ONLY A COUPLE OF HOURS AVAILABLE. . .CT1IW. Good contest but with windy weather and propagation up and down. Thanks
for the points and multipliers. . .CT2JBD. Known call signs, and
a few new ones, were improving their scores using spread spectrium mode, up to 17kHz. I'm working on the design of a "Distorter",
thus giving everyone equal chances. Pre orders are welcome!. .
.CT7/HB9AAP. Many stations despite poor propagation conditions. . .CT7ABE. RIG Icom IC-7300 ANT Dipole PWR 100W Bad
conditions on 10 this year. 73. . .CT7AIX. Just wanted to be in the
party!73 de CX3BZ. . .CX3BZ. D4C team has worked a lot in the
past months to get the station operational at least on a basic mode.
Many hours of telcon meetings, planning, simulations and executing have enabled us to be qrv in the Multi section again. The
House roof and structural issues belong to the past. We could
focus in one of the planned projects: Antenna stacking. So not
only two new towers for the 15m band were replaced but also
Momobeam antenna company provided new antennas to be configured in a 2x4el NA and 2x4el EU configuration. We are happy
of the results and we plan to extend it to other bands soon. This
year the Guest-op team was composed by PX2A, Alto da Serra
DX & Contest Station members who reached Cape Verde from
San Paulo with 3 different flights. PY2EL Ricardo, PY2LED
Fernando, PY2WC Waldir have been a tremendous asset to the
core team. Special thanks go to PY2EL to have persuaded the
other two guys to come over. Honestly in this leg, many inconvenient by flight delays, luggage lost have happened to 50% of
the participants. This confirms how important is to plan an early
arrival to a such difficult station in terms of WX conditions. IZ4DPV
Max did an enormous preparation and troubleshooting work prior
the contest. Moreover, our 160m antenna was found unusable,
therefore Momobeam provided a MB1-160V 22m high vertical
modified as Inv-L at 29m which was set with 100 radials. We had
the feeling to be heard well again so confirming its efficiency. The
category was decided on the last minute, also because of the
potential missing people due to bad flight service and to a unfortunate surprise happened to part of the team just 1 hr before the
contest that let us started with lot of tension and not at ease at
all, situation solved on Saturday afternoon only. We are happy of
the good teamwork with new mates and of the station performance
tough without any automation at all as still in planning. We will
keep working hours and hours back in EU to keep up the station
and its improvements. Tnx all for the QSO and CU in the CW leg!.
. .D4C. CeckLog. . .DB25ONN. Checklog. . .DC2FB. ROCKY /
Licence since 2016. . .DC5LY. Bavarian Contest Club. . .DD1LD.
-. . .DF3TE. Checklog. . .DF4SR. Thanks to all for the QSO`s.
Conditions were not the best, but OK. Till next year, UWE DF5BM.
. .DF5BM. First licenced September 14, 2016. . .DF5FS. Only one
hour of QSOs, but quite ok for a first attempt. . .DG2FDD. Again
a wonderful contest. Bad conditions but good atmosphere. 73 to
all participants. . .DG2JA. Condx in south Gemany not very good
on Sunday Is a nice Contest 73. . .DG5MLA. TX POWER 90W. .
.DG6SCP. Target was 100000 Points. . .DH0MB. -. . .DH1PAL.
Better than expected! :-). . .DH8BQA. Icom W 20-15m homemade
5/8 trap vertical, 8 radials 40m homemade quarter wl vertical, 2
elevated radials 80m 1/8 wl vertical, 2 elevated radials 73 cu next
test de Erwin. . .DH9DX. Regarding QRL very busy in case of
business trips to YO5/ until Saturday and OZ/ on Sunday/Monday

300 QSOs by S&P in 3.5h shorttime activation with IC-7800,
ACOM2000A, Optibeam OB17-4 and 80m and 160m inverted
V Dipols. TNX es 73 es hope to have more time in 2019. CU
Mirko DJ1AA. . .DJ1AA. few hours only. no fun with my small
setup and all the QRO QRMers in EU. . .DJ2QV. Sorry, only a
short Test for me, but SSB is not my Mode. . .DJ6TK. 3rd
September 2016. . .DK1YH. First licenced 06/11/2018. . .
DK2MX. Only short time between a wedding invitation and a
business trip starting sunday. But used the contest to test the
new TS890 for the first time in contest. . .DK3HV. VFO transfer
by CAT control didn't work always correctly. . .DK4VW. lic.date
02.04.2016. . .DK5KK. Construction and testing weekend. At
least one antenna per band again. Had to debug some RFI
issues after being QRO again. I missed a lot of openings due to
solder and installation work, but catched at least a nice 20m
opening to the West Coast. 10m and 15m not worth mentioning
from this place. First time usage of a band scope, which makes
checking band conditions or finding a free QRG for CQ a lot easier. Running into a lot of friends on the bands after being 4 years
QRT was the greatest of all. . .DK5TX. CHECKLOG. . .DK5WB.
Checklog only please. . .DK7RD. LICENSE 2013-06-08. .
.DK9MOS. Sunday, operating from a German campsite. .
.DL/PA3DAT. We enjoyed the runs on 20m with the US boys. .
.DL0AO. TRx. IC-3000, Amplif. ALPIN100, Ant. OB9-5 + Inv V
40m + monopole 80m 73 from the European Space Agency Operations Centre (ESOC) Radioclub Op. Javier (EA1HEO)
Thanks for organizing!. . .DL0ESA. Clubstation DARC F19
Wetzlar. . .DL0WM. KX3 + wire dipole. . .DL1DXA. -. . .DL1JPF.
In memoriam Rudi DL5MEV. . .DL1MGB. Ten Tec ArgonautII,
5 Watt, Magnetic Loop. . .DL2DWP. Took part occasionally. . .
DL2FQ. A complete QSO-Audio recording was done. Thanks to
all participants and DL6SEV for his great support. CU on WPX
2016. . .DL3SKF. bands were full. No conditions on 10m but
40m was nice. I had fun as usual. . .DL4JLM. tnx to Steve,
DL6LSM, for hospitality. . .DL4LAM. Hardware: FT1000MP
MARKV, B26-PA RF2K+, Spiderbeam on 15m Tower, 2x42m
Doublet Dipol 10m high, Tuner Palstar BT1500A. During the 48h
the Hardware was shared with DL1CG and DL3SKF. A complete QSO-Audio recording was done. Thanks to all participants
and DL6SEV for his great support. CU on WPX 2016 Vy 73 de
Rolf, DL4SKF. . .DL4SKF. Yaesu FTdx3000 / SteppIR / Loop
139 Meter Umfang. . .DL4ZA. 80 Watts, Dipole up 7 m, thanks
for picking up. . .DL5KUD. First night ok. Second bad, third absolut QRM. . .DL5SFC. TRX ICOM 756proIII, ANT. . .DL5ZB. Made
some QSOs after the nightshift. Makes fun but tired thats all. Hope
next year for full time contest. 73 Mel. . .DL6CT. CU in the next
PSK / SSB / RTTY Contest. . .DL6DJ. Icom 730, Yaesu FL2100B,
Fritzel FB-53 Beam. . .DL6SBD. First participation in the Classic
category - for sure missed a lot of multis. But nice being called by
some of the rare stations. . .DL7BC. During a GMA (global mountain activity) I used dl7cx/p with qrp. I hope that is not too be confused because the maintime I was in the contest with dl7cx only.
On the end I made the 2 logs together. 73 Olaf. . .DL7CX. Kenwood
TS-50S, Antenna W-8010. . .DL7FUA. Half of the participants
ignored thed /P in my call. . .DL7USW. This year I had to learn
that my 40m wire dipole is definitely not good for DX. It is worse
than my morgain antenna for 160m/80m. I'll think about a vertical, like in my early amateur radio days. And sometimes strange
things happen. Out of a sudden the antenna rotor for the beam
forgot to rotate. In this case fortunately I do not have a huge garden with a high tower. My beam is mounted on the roof of my
house, the rotor is installed in the attic. So I could unmount it even
if it was dark outside, disassemble it and search for the error. It
was a little one, the smallest item in the rotor, the setscrew fixing
the first cogwheel on the shaft became loose after more than 15
years of operation. At the end an easy fix and I could continue in

the contest after 3 hours. . .DL8AAE. Only short time active
because I had to go to work...next year longer activity, hi !. .
.DL9GMN. FT-991A , lw ant. . .DL9OLI. Please use as checklog
only :-). . .DL9VF. 09.05.2016. . .DM3BN. Rookie, first licensed
in 05. December 2015. . .DM3JAN. 23.06.2016. . .DM4AB. K3
100W OB11/5 Doublete 2*27m. . .DM4EE. To be a part of the
CQWW SSB is always a fix date in the calender - til next year
. . .DM5CQ. Just playing with a qrp-Rig and a portable antenna
. . .DM7C. Checklog. . .DM7MRE. First Licensed 06 May 2017
. . .DO1MIC. ICOM IC-7400, 100 Watt 80m Dipol UCXLOG
. . .DO1RWM. Tnx to all HAMs - see u next Contest vy 73 de
thorsten. . .DO4TP. 11.05.17. . .DO7DOC. tx flex6300 titandx
. . .DO7ES. With 100W only S&P but using bandmap had nice
rates 60QSO/h sometimes. . .DQ1P. Using a wire antenna and
in the middle of babysitting twins, I was happy with the propagation. . .DU1VHY. THANK YOU AND MABUHAY. 73. . .DU9XL.
THANK YOU. GOOD LUCK. 73. . .DU9XM. First Licensed 07
March 2017 (Technician) 21 December 2017 (General). . .
DV1VGX. I really enjoying the contest..73 and Mabuhay.. . .
DV9CA. ROKIE. . .DW9IGT. First to joined the contest. Enjoyed
. . .DX1ARC. LOG RE-SUBMIT FOR CORRECTION MABUHAY
FROM PHILIPPINES.73. . .DX9EVM. P.O.BOX 48 SiraCha
Chonburi 20110 Thailand. . .E20WXA. ATLAS 210X AND
DIPOLES, THAT IS ALL MY EQUPMENT. . .E73RB. Unfortunatly
some technical issues forced us to change to JFF category (Just
For Fun). . .E7DX. Fun ten hours of contest ... see you next year.
. .EA1XT. A lot of QRM and family QRM only a short time for the
contest. . .EA2CCG. ICOM 7600 dipolo DX-B Alpha Delta o hy
gain avq 14+expert 1k. . .EA2DDE. Thanks to all the participants
and the organizers of this great contest. Working setup FT-817
and irregular delta loop direct to the LDG-Z11. Best 73!! Javi. .
.EA2GM. CQ-WW-SSB. . .EA2XG. Nice contest! See you next
year. 73. . .EA3BRL. Republic of Catalonia, new DXCC country.
. .EA3FHP. CQ-WW-SSB. . .EA3HWC. Cuschraft A3S for 10-15
and 20 meters Dipole End Fed EFHW8010 for 40 and 80 meters
Kenwood TS2000 Interface MicroHam USB III. . .EA4BAS.
Worked in Olivenza NR Badajoz IM68KQ. . .EA4EJR. Educational
center. . .EA4RCT. Great contest only 100w & Delta loop antena
Big Signal.73 to EA5IJG. . .EA5IJG. FIRST AMATEUR OPERATOR LICENCE 24/05/2018. . .EA5IUN. Good contest after a time
out of radio. 73s Good luck. . .EA7HLU. KX-3, Juma1000 linear,
zepp antenna. . .EA8/EA4BQ. CHECKLOG. . .EA8AM. Kenwood
TS-830S Dipole Windom 70. . .EA8AQV. Ea8deg. . .EA8DEG.
modo rookie. fecha licencia 27 de febrero 2018. . .EA8DGS.
Checklog. . .EA8TX. TNX QSOS CU NEXT YEAR, 73 DE JESUS
EC1KR aka ED1R. . .EC1KR. Transceiver Power Antenna
Coaxial cable Heigth. . .EC4AA. Lots of problems we could not
fix during the contest. Albeit we enjoyed very much as always. .
.ED7P. We are a group of operators who decided to operate during the contest from the Buenavista del Norte lighthouse. It is
located in the Tenerife Island (Canary Islands). We used Icom
radios and home-made antennas. . .ED8G. Farfollas Contest
Radio Team EE5T. . .EE5T. Friends weekend, radio and good
food, paella. . .EE5V. EA5RS station. . .EF5Y. 20W,MP1C antenna. . .EI/OK1NYD. Breaking in a new rig!. . .EI4CF. Thanks to all
for the points, See you in CQWW-CW from Zone 32 as A35EU.
73. . .EI5IX. Good fun, plenty of contacts just not enough time !!
. . .EI5KG. Condition was much worst than last year. Thank to
group members: EI3JE Neil, EI8IR John, EI3KD Mark, and EI6BT
Jerry to get station ready. Also I thank everyone for making it into
my log. . .EI7M. RIG: IC-7300, ANT: GP 27m high, INV VEE, PA500W Tnx fer QSOs. . .ES0DJ. Other EARS members have also
operated actively. . .ET3AA. 28.05.2018. . .EU1ADO. 03.01.2017
. . .EU1TL. 73 GL!. . .EU1WW. Used FT990 100w + 2x41m dipole
. . .EU6DX. Nice test!. . .EW2EO. Nice test!. . .EW2WW. Tnx fer
CONTEST!. . .EW4WE. TS-590 HF-37 (10-15-20) Inv.V (40-80)

. . .EW7DK. TNX. . .EW8DX. IC-746pro 5watts. . .EW8G.
Certification date 04.10.2016. . .EW8LM. 02.08.2017. . .EW8MZ.
Thanks for FB WW!. . .EW8R. Turned out to be difficult to use a
call starting with F/... Many stations just heard my home call
PA3DCU in their first return. . .F/PA3DCU. Thank you for the qsos
and a good training for me. 73s Thierry/F1DHX. . .F1DHX. 80w,
vertical antenna. you have to scream a lot in the microphone I
need syrup for the throat. . .F1GRH. Je m'amuse toujours avec
ce contest. Me si c'est tres difficile de s'imposer avec 100 watts
. . .F1ICS. Great experience / wire loop / 600w. . .F1SZP. Very
nice contest ! so happy to be on air !. . .F4DBD. Great Week End,
as always !. . .F4ETG. SINGLE OP NON-ASSISTED HP 40M with
a simple groundplane. . .F4FET. Date first licensed: 22 february
2016. . .F4HQO. Cqww2018. . .F4HUA. 1st license at june 2017
. . .F4HXC. Sunday afternnon, 4 hours 20 min just for the fun. CU
next month during the CW party, Lee. . .F5MUX. Just to give some
points.... 73. . .F5PHW. Always great fun and pleasure to be part
of CQ WW SSB contest. . .F5TGR. FT990 + DIPOLE ANT
. . .F6EWX. First used WinTest 73. . .F6GEU. A2RS - F8KGS
Multioperator Single Radio All Bands 100W Icom 7300 + 7 element multiband yagi + Delta Loop for 40m + Delta Loop for 80m
+ Dipole for 160m. . .F8KGS. Poor propagation made it hard running 100w. See you next year!. . .F8OOI. Amazing I have hanged
up the inverted V on the tower over the afternoon. had fun for 3
hours Murphy odd with computer. . .FM5DN. Tested repaired amp
. . .G0AZH. WEEKEND CONDITIONS GOOD VERY HARD TO
FIND A SPOT AS MANY STATIONS OVERLAP ON FREQ SD
LOG A GREAT ASSIST TO THE CONTEST. . .G0OFD. SD logging prog. worked well. . .G0UKZ. First time entry - great fun
. . .G1MPW. Poor condx jet lag from holiday didnt help, cheers
guys. . .G2X. SHUT DOWN FOR 9 HOURS DUE TO HIGH
WINDS AND LIGHTNING. . .G3CO. CHECKLOG. . .G3KMQ.
Only intended to operate for a short time, but stayed longer.
Generally good operating/signals. Fewer Aligators than in the
past. . .G3Q. Not much time to play this year. . .G3WW. Nice to
see 15m open. . .G3YBO. On 160m 32w above 1850 200 below
1850. Great fun. I only worked each new country once for a
change!. . .G3ZGC. Band conditions worse than for many years.I
hope the next sunspot cycle starts soon! SD by EI5DI used for
logging with rig control this year. . .G4ADJ. NOT GREAT
. . .G4ATH. As ever, stations to the East have seemingly very high
noise floors while stations to the West can often hear my QRP
signal when they themselves are weak with me. Is it only noise
floor, or are there other effects?. . .G4CWH. A struggle with 100W
and wires but good fun. . .G4DDL. Unable to do much due to
shoulder injury from car accident but I found it very busy. I used
SD as usual. . .G4DDX. Poor conditions particularly on Sunday
. . .G4FKA. Poor conditions, loads of QSB. . .G4IUF. 80m 1/4
wave + Wellbrook loop.Need better rx. Sry if not hear you!. . .G4L.
K3, DOUBLET 22M LONG, 8M AGL QSOs AFTER 1620 FOR
CHECKLOG PURPOSES ONLY 1st time with a sensible aerial
for 40m so added some more QSO beyond the Classic 24hour
section. . .G4NBS. IC706Mk2G 100 watts 80/40 trap dipole at 25
feet homebrew 20M vertical. . .G4OZG. If only all those operators
were on the band more often!!. . .G6EES. Had a go as a QRP
portable. All run from an SLA battery. SD logger worked fine,
thanks Paul. Condx were tough with lots of QRM and loud - deaf
stns Thanks to everyone worked... See you in the next one
. . .G7PVZ. Saturday had some great openings to N/A, had great
fun with just 100w. . .G7Y. Just a fun entry. . .G8DX. Just a very
brief dabble from a temporary location. . .G8FMC. Excellent contest, very enjoyable - a few East European stations spoiling things
with very bad modulation and splatter!. . .G8KEK. Disappointing
conditions and high local noise level. . .G8XTJ. Good contest
serch n pounce Good number of QSOs short on DX and mults.
4U1A computer programme did not give point. . .G8ZRE.

Enjoyable contest, first single-op single-band entry!. . .G9Y. KX3
and KXPA100 with TA33Jnr for 15m and 20m and Inverted V
dipole for 40m. . .GM0BZS. Had a good contest all went well
. . .GM0V. Another great contest. . .GM2T. Wild weather in
Shetland, but great fun. 73. . .GS7V. Check Log. . .GS8VL. Had
to go QRT early in contest. Wanted on family matters. But had
fun during my short operating and gave GW to a few guys as a
multi. 73 Glyn GW0ANA. . .GW0ANA. Challenging!. . .GW0FRE.
Station FT897 100 W below 1850 KHz 32 W above Antenna
Quaterwave Inverted 'U' Top Loaded and capacity hat. Fail to
Plan, Plan to Fail Very true. Work which I wanted to do on the
antenna and feeder to improve its 160m performance and enable
it to operate on 80m had not happened. I could not find the radio!!
Spare time on Saturday was used to clear the vegetation around
the antenna and feedpoint. Finally late that night I measured the
vswr at the Radio end of the feeder. It was low but the bandwidth
was wider than last year. Not the correct way to test. A dummy
load will give similar results. Measure at the antenna feedpoint. I
could hear plenty of stations and managed to work VY2ZM as my
first contact. Later on Sunday I connected some rolls of wire to
the antenna ground point. Then zig-zagged the wire across my
garden and down the side of the house. This decreased the bandwidth and reduced the vswr at resonance. With an immediate
improvement of stations coming back to my calls. I managed to
work some new Countries on 160m. Notably CN0CO in Morocco
and EF8R in the Canary Islands. The very strong signal of M6T.
Who switched to a low dipole to hear my signal. I was disappointed
to miss SO100ZHP. As I helped set up G0ZHP in London. It is a
shame that in the UK we are only allowed 32W above 1850 KHz.
I decided to finish early as my last two contacts DP6A and SP2PIK
could not understand my pronunciation of Victor, Victoria or
Venezuela as part of my Call GW0NVN and used X and E instead.
I was tired. Thanks to everyone who took the time to work me.
Best 73s Simon GW0NVN. . .GW0NVN. Great fun as usual!
. . .GW4W. Check log only. . .GW8KBO. Part time play with simple wire vertical and two elevated radials. . .GW9J. I had very limited time to work in the contest. . .HA0HW. Rig:YAESU FT2000
PA:HENRY 3K Premier Long John Yagis for 28-21-14MHz and 4
el/3 band Trival Quad for 28-21-14MHz. Lazy-H antennas for 7
MHZ (NW-SE/SW-NE)NVIS N/S for7MHz. Single Quads for
3,5MHz (SW-NE)/NW/SE/ + NVIS for 3,6 MHz (N/S) Delta loops
for 1.8-Mhz (NW-SE/SW-NE) / K9AY. for nice contest! Best
regards from Hungary! Charlie HA4XH. . .HA3DX. RIG: Ft847
ANT: W3DZZ. . .HA3FMR. Just for a few hours, just for fun
. . .HA4UC. TNX for QSO's, DX and 73 for all!. . .HA5DDX. Without
double connections. . .HA5KY. IC 756 PRO III. 5 W ANT: INV.V
. . .HA5NB. ICOM756pro 100w 3el yagi, GPs, Dipoles. . .HA6NL.
ICOM-746, 3.EL.YAGI, GP, DIPOLES. . .HA6PJ. Licensed in
2016. . .HA8MZ. Elecraft K3 + KPA500 Amplifier Force 12 C-4s
(2 elements on 28/21/14 MHz and shortened Dipole on 7 MHz)
. . .HB9AA. So far I only use paper logs. I submit these data only
as a checklog. . .HB9AZO. Checklog. . .HB9FBP. Licence
31.05.2017. . .HB9GNP. Date first licensed 2017/08. . .HB9GPR.
Tnx to all staff behind the contest. RIG ICOM-7200 100 W antennas 2 element SteppIR and 40/80 Trap Dipol both antennas 12
m over ground Conditions where ok, but still big noise, man made
and sun weather? Hpe cu next year, 73 de HB9MXY, Rudolf
. . .HB9MXY. First CQ WW SSB participation, ELAD FDM-Duo,
6 Band Spiderbeam. . .HB9VQQ. We fun, Bad conditions all band
. . .HC0E. PSE QSL LOTW WAY. TKS. . .HC1HN. RIG:FT-950
PWR:15 ANT:2elDeltaLoop & LongWire. . .HF100I. Put your comments here. Use multiple lines if needed. . .HL1OVG. ~6m-long
wire outside the window & =80W from Yaesu FT857D
. . .HL3/IU1GMK. US address 2250 NW 114th Ave, Unit 1P,
PTY8651 Doral, FL 33192. . .HP1BD. 15m openings nicely in line
with my availability sadly no NA or SA at all. . .HS0ZED. See you

again in another contests. . .HS8LVC. Poor propagation.Heard
JA,VU,FR.Used equipment inverted V.73 to all. . .I2RBR. Use as
check log. . .I3MDU. Just for test propagation. . .I4MKN. Thanks
to this unexpected propagation and the availability of my correspondents, this beautiful log was possible My antenna My radio
. . .I5KAP. Few hours, minimal setup FT1000MP+PA+Inverted
vee. . .I8UZA. First time Classic category, a nice try!. . .IB2M. WX
and Antenna problems!. . .II3BVV. Great Contest this year, propagation open on all bands!!!. . .IK0VWH. Please, this file is sent
only for control-log following specific request of the CQ WW DX
Contest Committee, request by email of 03 November 2018.
Thank you for considering my QSOs important for your work. '73
de IK1HZZ - Giorgio. . .IK1HZZ. It is always fun to participate in
this contest. . .IK2XDE. Massima resa con pochi QSO. . .IK3SSW.
Rig Ultrabeam 3el. Log QARTest. . .IK4AUY. Just dusting off my
radio. . .IK4WMH. Few QSOs but a lot of fun. vy 73 de ik8yfw
. . .IK8YFW. Good test using KX3 ant endfeed good prop 40/20/15
mt pwr 5W. . .IN3UFW. License from date 21-12-2016
Authorization tx date 22-02-2017. . .IO2S. FT 2000, SPIDERBEAM, DELTA LOOP 40, DIPOLE 80. . .IO9R. Contest stupendo con condizioni meteo avverse. . .IQ0RU. tnx. . .IQ2XZ. A FEW
CONTACT WHILE HAVING FUN WITH LOCAL CLUB MEMBERS. . .IQ5FI. SO2R. . .IR1X. IR4Y OPERATOR IZ4DLR
. . .IR4Y. Rig Icom IC 7300 - Inverted V 40-80 and dipole 10-1520 10 meter band closed for me. Good openings on 20 meter
whith NA Total activity 24 hours - Final Score very low. . .IR9Z.
Bellissimo e prima volta in questa categoria!!!. . .IS0BWM.
SCUSATE IL RITARDO LAVORO 73 BDE VITO IT9CTG
. . .IT9CTG. Just for fun. . .IT9DFI. Log de IT9DGG Op. Gianni
. . .IT9DGG. First contest operated remotely from my new QTH
with a new "second operator"... my daughter Flavia, 8 months old.
Sorry II9P was not QRV this year due to not experienced operators and stupid disqualification by contest directors (Yes, we could
partecipate but we strike this contest). We will partecipate the
ARRL Int's and other contests. . .IT9GSF. Worst propagation in
all bands.Hoping better next year.Anyway thanks all stations that
i worked during the contest. Best 73's. . .IT9OPR. Like working
on VHF! 28 Mhz, bad propagation as now is the rule. Signals very
low and Sporadic-E very poor, both Saturday and Sunday! It
reminded me a lot of my past operations in VHF, especially in 144
Mhz that suddenly rose to s7/s8 for a few moments, in my opinion just for "the meteoric contribution", like the Meteor Scatter in
2 meters! Excellent TEP (Trans Equatorial Propagation), which
throughout the contest has allowed fantastic QSO to 9+10dB with
the whole African area. Sunday afternoon beautiful opening to the
Caribbean and South America with country and area multipliers!
. . .IT9VDQ. Rookie first licensed date 03/07/2017. . .IU1JCZ.
Licensed on Dec 1, 2013. . .IU2BHI. License issued 2015-12-03
. . .IU2GGD. Rookie licenced february 2016. . .IU2GPJ.
03/07/2017 03 Aug 2017. . .IU3KPF. LICENSE DATE 2017-0703. . .IU4JJP. Rookie Licensed 25-05-2016. . .IU5HES. Rookie
. . .IU5ICR. CQWW DX SSB CONTEST 2018. . .IU6FUB. Thank
you to all. . .IU8GYT. No antennas and non time to operate but
still wanting to be part of the group. . .IV3BTY. QRP OPERATION
WITH YAESU FT 817 5 W & DIPOL 25 METER HIGH. . .IV3DDN.
Nice contest. Pretty good discipline, some operators weew real
"old time gentlemen". Such a pity I missed 80 mtrs for technical
reasons. Some new one for my station. Happy of the result. Good
luck everybody. Stex. . .IV3EWO. 05/03/2018. . .IV3HJB. A pleasure running this contest with my dipole under the roof and low
power. . .IW1BEF. Tnx to all. . .IW1RGP. Control log Tnx, 73 de
iw5dpf Stefano. . .IW5DPF. Goal was over 50 QSO, some 25
countries, and 10 zones. Almost there!. . .IX1CKN. Only short
time! A lot of station!. . .IZ0BVU. ALWAYS THE BEST CONTEST
GOOD PROPAGATION. . .IZ0DXD. Bad weather with strong wind
and rain.the vertical antenna was crashed in saturday night

. . .IZ1GAR. TX AEG TELEFUNKEN 6811/12, RX SOFTROCK
ENSEMBLE II, ANT. T2FD. . .IZ2OOS. Few hours for testing
. . .IZ2WTZ. After 10 years, I have participate in this CQWW full
time. Great contest and more participants in the World. Great
opening on 15M band, with stable signal in all hours from more
zones. Unfortunately, for a big storm with winds over 100 Kmh
and intense rain, my antennas were damaged and have repair in
the first hour of sunrise of Sunday.For this reason I have lost about
9 hours. I'm more satisfied for my score but I could have done
more. But is OK!!. . .IZ8FFA. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA0AVS.
I joined contest partialy. CNDX often good,sometimes NG
. . .JA0BJY. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA0BZY. It was fun!. . .
JA0CLB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA1ATM. Part-time effort due
to work commitments. Propagation was poor on Saturday, but
improved on Sunday. . .JA1BPA. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA1CHY.
Thank you so much. See you next year. . .JA1CRJ. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JA1DBG. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA1DCK. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JA1FFB. Tnx nice contest. . .JA1FWS. enjoyed the
contest. . .JA1IAW. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA1IXY. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JA1JLP. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA1JNM. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JA1MJN. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA1NFD. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JA1RYC. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA1TMG. I
enjoyed the contest. . .JA1UOA. The condition was poor. I hope
it will improve next year. . .JA1WWO. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JA1YAD. We are the groups of the friends of a ham radio contest. The group was formed before for 20 years or more. Our purpose is to participate in a CQWW contest and to enjoy ham radio
. . .JA1YPA. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA2ATE. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA2GTW. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA2HBK. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JA2HNP. Thanks CQ-WPX-SSB_@Contest. . .JA2IXS.
ICOM IC7100 100W 12AVQ Triband Vertical, Inv Vee. . .JA2KKA.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JA2KQE. ANT 40M-14mH DIP RIG IC741S PWR 5w. . .JA2MWV. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA2RWU. I
enjoyed the contest. . .JA2VKU. SOSV. . .JA3AVO. I enjoyed the
contest.but condition was bat. . .JA3EBT. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JA3ENN. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA3FRI. IC-7600 + JRL2000F(500W) 3elements Tri-bander + dipole(40/80m)
i5(3.30GHz) + 4GB + Win-10 + CtestWin. . .JA3HBF. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JA3HKR. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA3IJW. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JA3KKE. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA3LIL. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JA3PFY. Hight-Band condition were not good
. . .JA3QOS. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA3UWB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA4BEV. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA4EZP. Log for checking only. . .JA4JBT. I enjoyed the DX. . .JA4KTG. Thank you for
picking up my weak signal. . .JA4OPW. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JA5FBZ. Thank you for organizing the contest. . .JA5QJX.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JA5SUD. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA6FEG.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JA6FFO. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA6FHF.
I enjoyed the contest.See you next CW!. . .JA6GPR. I enjoyed the
contest.2nd time. . .JA6ONQ. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA7BEW.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JA7GFJ. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA7KED.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JA7QVI. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA7RPC.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JA7UES. TNX NICE CONTEST FB DX
73. . .JA7ZP. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA8AZN. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA8CXY. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA8TGD. Greater condx
than I expected. . .JA9CCG. I enjoyed the contest. . .JA9EJG. I
enjoyed the contest. . .JA9GEW. I enjoyed the contest. . .JE1GZB.
I enjoyed the contest on 20m I feel the start cycle 25.?!. . .JE1RXJ.
I enjoyed the contest. I could hear some EUs but so far for me
. . .JE1VTZ. Output 100W. . .JE2HXL. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JE4ADO. I enjoyed the contest. . .JE4URN. I enjoyed the contest. . .JE6CMG. I enjoyed the contest. Thank you!. . .JE6ETZ. I
enjoyed the contest. . .JE6PJP. I enjoyed the contest. . .JE6PVG.
I enjoyed the contest. I would like to have fun next year. . .JE7KJG.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JF1LMB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JF1OPO.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JF1OVA. I enjoyed the contest. . .JF1RFZ.

I enjoyed the contest. . .JF2CTY. Thank you all stations!. . .JF2FIU.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JF2WXS. I enjoyed the contest. . .JF3FYD.
That was very fun. . .JF4XUT. I enjoyed the contest. . .JF5SIM.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JG1DUZ. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JG1GCO. I enjoyed the contest. . .JG1ITH. Fun contest!
Looking forward to participating in the contest next year
. . .JG1TUC. I enjoyed the contest. . .JG1XRA. Arigatoh!
. . .JG2REJ. I enjoyed the contest. . .JG2RFJ. RcvrYaesu
FRDX400, XmtrHomemade 2E26 13W Output, ANT
InvisibleWhip 35mH. . .JG3EHD. I enjoyed the contest. . .
JG3EWE. It was good condition!. . .JG4AKL. I enjoyed this contest,Tnx! RigTS-480 1kW,Ant. . .JH0ILL. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JH0MJY. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH0MXV. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH0ROS. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH1APZ. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JH1EVD. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH1EYM. Thanks for
the QSO in the Contest. . .JH1FNU. I enjoyed the contest. . .
JH1LEM. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH1OGC. Thanks nice QSO
. . .JH2GZY. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH2KKW. OATH :I swer
using QRP5W out. RIG: IC-7300M Power down. ANT 4el CQ
(21/28MHz). . .JH3DMQ. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH3GMI. Great
contest !. . .JH4UYB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH6QIL. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JH7VTE. I enjoyed the contest. . .JH8CXW. I
enjoyed the contest. . .JH8FIH. I enjoyed WW SSB Contest !
Thank you for all. . .JH9CEN. TS-990 200W INV L. . .JH9DRL. I
enjoyed the contest. . .JH9FCP. Thanks for QSO and good luck
88 ! Yoko JH9JJD. . .JH9JJD. I enjoyed the contest. . .JI0WVQ.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JI1CIN. I enjoyed the contest. . .JI1JPJ.
Since local weather was fine, I operated outside at 5W QRP. I
fully enjoyed the contest. . .JI1NZA. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JI1RSF. I enjoyed the contest. . .JI1TYA. I enjoyed the contest. . .JI3DST. I enjoyed the contest. . .JI4WHS. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JI7EMD. I enjoyed the contest. . .JJ0NSL. FT817ND
5W with mobile whip Thank you for picking up my weak signal
. . .JJ0SFV. Rig: YAESU FT-847 (50W). . .JJ1HHJ. Operating
location is "Tarumi-ku, Kobe-City in Hyogo" RIG is TS-850S and
ANT is GP. . .JJ3TBB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JJ7GCL. Power
200w. . .JJ7PMS. POOR CONDX!. . .JK1EXF. I enjoyed the contest. . .JK1NJH. I used power less than 5W. . .JK1TCV. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JK1WSH. Thank you!. . .JK3NSD. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JK8CEE. I enjoyed the contest. . .JK8NIP. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JL1RXW. I enjoyed the contest. . .JL3JRY. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JL7LUI. It was fun Thank you. . .JM1PIH. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JM2LHB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JM3QIS. It wasnot workd SA and AF. . .JN3ONX. TNX! 73!. . .JN4ESD. I am so
enjoy. . .JN6AVV. We enjoyed outdoor contesting. Thanks
. . .JO1ZEJ. TX 7MHz. . .JP1KLR. I enjoyed the contest. . .JP3KPJ.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JP3MFV. I'm 14 years old. I had a good
time!. . .JP3OUG. I enjoyed the contest. . .JP3OUY. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JP3OYB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JQ1EPD. I enjoyed
the contest. . .JQ1PCT. I enjoyed the contest. . .JQ1ZCK. QSO=38
point=84 Country=29 amt=2436. . .JR0BNF. Thanks for the nice
contest. GL. . .JR0BUL. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR0DZH. I
enjoyed the contest. . .JR0YHF. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR1BQJ.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JR1DUP. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JR1EMO. No open 10m band. . .JR1EMT. I enjoyed the contest, thank you!. . .JR1JCB. I enjoyed the contest. Thank you
. . .JR1JRW. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR1MEG. The band condition was better than expected. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR1NKN.
I enjoyed the contest. . .JR1QBA. 50W Portable:Odawara City,
Kanagawa Pref. . .JR1USU. I have a cold, and my submission
has been delayed. I'm sorry. . .JR1WCS. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JR2ALA. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR2BCF. I enjoyed the contest by QRP. . .JR2EKD. I enjoyed the contest.Thank you
. . .JR2EUE. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR2KQE. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR2MIO. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR2PMT. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JR3JRI. Not bad condition. . .JR3RIU. I used QRP (5W)

RIG. . .JR4DAH. I enjoyed the contest. . .JR4LRY. I enjoyed the
contest. . .JS1BIB. I enjoyed the contest. . .JS1NDM.
Licence:December 24, 2015~. . .JS2AAV. I enjoyed the contest
. . .JS6SRY. 11/27/2017. . .KH2/KN4IAS. Radio/Amp Flex 1500
/ HardRock 50 / KPA500 Tx Ant 15/20/40/80 wire dipoles & 15m
Moxon Rx Ant Ultracompact 40 & W6LVP mag loop. . .KH6DH.
Mahalo for all the QSOs. Thanks to KH6YY for the generous use
of his station. . .KH6J. Just using low power and inverted l antenna. Band been very noisy at this end. . .KP2DX. 7851 went bad
on me after a few hours... most of the qsos with TS-590s. . .KP3Z.
We operated from rented cabin at JP50VA with pretty simple
antennas. . .LC1U. Conditions were ok for the bottom of the
sunspot cycle, but unexpected antenna issues reduced the activity on the three lower bands. For that and other reasons only
approx. 29 hours of operation vs 42 hours planned. Good runs on
20 and 15 m (Sunday only), quiet on 10 m on 60 degrees north.
Thanks to LA4HC for letting me use his Honor Roll station. . .LC6C.
All QSOs were made using my "wire farm antennas". . .LU1JHF.
This was our first contest, with which we are very happy, not only
to participate but also for everything achieved personally and for
the growth of the radio club as an institution. Thanks to the club's
board of directors and to LU7YS, Sergio Landoni who I offer all
your knowledge and experience so that LU3DRP could transmit
in the best possible way. Thanks to all the stations contacted and
participants on behalf of those who operate the LU3DRP
(LW8DXR LU5DY LU7EV LU8EY LU8DIJ LW1ECK) and all those
members of the club that were made to live this experience. 73'dx
Norberto LW8DXR. . .LU3DRP. I had a strong storm of wind and
rain that limited the operation. . .LU5MEC. No enough time to play,
but fun as always. . .LU8EHR. We have enjoyed once more of a
wonderful weekend among friends doing radio. Although the propagation conditions have not been the best, we have had fun From
Patagonia Argentina the best bands have been 15 and 40 meters
See you in the next CQWW from LU8YE. . .LU8YE. SAD LOG. .
.LW9ENF. It was cold, wet and windy but I had a great time, roll
on 2019. . .LX/G1TPA. We had more fun as competition. . .LX8M.
Portable, outside of Vilnius. . .LY5AT. First licensed in 2017-0728. . .LY5AX. Licensed year 2018. . .LY5BT. 73. . .LY5I. Felt like
a small boat in a stormy ocean. . .LY5T. Sorry for the delayed log
entry. I hope my log will be considered to confirm my counterparts' logs. I am not working for an award. . .LZ1COM. TRCVR 5
watts ANT 5 ele Yagi. . .LZ2A. TRCVR 5 watts , ant 2x Inverted
Vee. . .LZ2DB. Just an other weekend style participation between
family tasks at home. . .LZ2F. RIG: IC-7300 100W ANT: OB163. . .LZ2JA. 17.03.2017. . .LZ4AW. 73 ES MNI DX!. . .LZ5B.
Murphy's Law weekend - Murphy won ! Aerial issues on all bands.
Very poor on 15m. Not great on the others! Software went ape
with large font log display. . .M0ACM. Poor Band conditions SD
worked well as usual. . .M0AUG. Just helped out with a few points
. . .M0BJL. Some good activity in this year's contest from new
QTH. . .M0CVO. yes 15m DX on Sat. was much better than predicted. . .M0GDX. I enjoyed using SD Thank you. . .M0HHG. Great
fun with my new Icom 7300!. . .M0ICR. What a struggle. A contest is no time to test an antenna! (EFHW). . .M0JBA. FIRST
LICENSE (AS M6IQW) 21 OCTOBER 2017. . .M0LDP. Uploaded
for the benefit of all others that I contacted. . .M0LYF. Only able
to manage 31 hours this year due to other commitments on
Saturday evening. Almost totally S&P on the high bands with only
200W, using my SWL skills. Able to run OK on 40/80M. Surprised
to make 34 DXCC on 160M with a poor antenna. . .M0MCV. Just
for fun. Thanks for the ride folks, Callum, YouTube DX
Commander. . .M0MCX. SOTA G/LD-027 IO84mn MCHF SDR
MiniPA50 40w SOTABeams Quadbander @ 7m https://bit.ly/
2Jyqg0J. . .M0NOM. First time on cqww. . .M0ORY. Band conditions not good, better last year. . .M0RBE. KX3, HRD-50 amp and
Ciro Mazzoni Baby Loop antenna = ERP of ~20W Blog at

www.w6png.wordpress.com. . .M0SNA. First Licenced 17 Jun
2017. . .M0WMS. Couple hrs SnP Sun Morning. Doublet at 10m,
1/4 elevated GP at 3m for 20m. . .M1DDD. 5 watts from home
brew transceiver. . .M1LCR. Just had 2 hours Sunday evening
. . .M1SLH. SSB is not my thing, just gave out a few points as per
usual here. . .M3I. Dire conditions on HF. Thanks for the QSOs.
. .M4A. K3, 5 meter wire on flag pole, Win-Test, Kos headset QRV
Sunday only. Seems some activities on 15/10m so less crowded
on 20m but ATU did not work so stay on 20m... 73 Kazu M0CFW,
M5Z, JK3GAD. . .M5Z. ROOKIE (09/02/2018). . .M6NTV. M6ODZ
- FIRST EVER CONTEST - QRP 10W SSB INDOOR ANTENNA
. . .M6ODZ. Poor conditions on first night massive QSB, ADD
CLUB. . .M6OXO. Licienced June 2018. . .M6VUK. ROOKIE FIRST LICENCED 2nd April 2016. . .M6YTU. Testing new aerial. . .M7V. A stuck rotator gave me some exercise!. . .M8C. Flex
6500 and kpa500. . .MM3T. Our first contest as a team. Lots of
issues. HF beam faulty so 80m look came to the rescue. . .
MN0VFW.Had a terrible time, antenna not performing at all as
expected. . .MW0MWZ. 15m monoband entry to fill in gap between
overnight 5BDXCC award chasing!. . .MW2I. Only caught the last
nine hours of the contest but enjoyed what I did. Especially putting
the the new Kenwood through it's paces. . .MW6M. Great fun wish
propagation was better. . .NL8F. Surprised to see 10 meters open
. . .OA4SS. RIG FT-857D ANT Inverted-V for 80m ANT Folded
dipole for 40m ANT Vertical for 20m and 15m WX rainy, temp 7C
. . .OE1VMC. RIG FT-2000D ANT Fan-Dipole 40m/80m/160m
ANT SteppIR DB36 Yagi WX rainy, temp 13C. . .OE1XTU.
Licensed since 2018-05-23. . .OE2YYL. FT-857 (100W)+AV640
. . .OE3OSB. ICIM IC-7000 Endfed 20,3m. . .OE5JKL. A visit from
Murphy and no sun spots. Otherwise still fun. Had also some newcomers on site. Hope some will return in the future. . .OE5T. Mni
TNX fer nice Contest. . .OE6XFL. As usual lot of poor Sigs (splatter/wide), looks like the wider the better. . .OE8TTR. 2017
. . .OE9SEV. Somewhat limited operation with two men and two
radios. Propagation was a bit better than expected. We had a
good US run on 20m on both days in the afternoon. Unfortunately
band died here quickly and we didn't notice any decent over the
pole midnight openings. 15m opened to JA on Sunday, probably
also to USA but we decided to run on 20m. 10m was spotty, on
Sunday there was an unstable opening to Europe. Very few DX
here. Low band numbers suffer from the amount of
multiplier/spare/non-sleeping operators. 40m was dissapointing,
we never got any JA run and only short US run in the Sunday
evening. Dupes ... we had lots of them. Totally 430 of them. We
had runs where 9 of 10 qsos were duplicates! Guys, our call is
not OG6ZF, OG6KF, OG60ZF, OG60KF or something else.
OG60F is a special call for the 60th anniversary of
OH1AF/OH1AB/OH1F. There is a special award available. Check
the rules. . .OG60F. I LOST A QSO SATURDAY AT 1019UTC
DUE TO COMPUTER CRASH. I HOPE THE STATION WILL BE
GIVEN THE QSO POINTS DESPITE MY ERROR. THANK YOU
FOR ANOTHER CQWW. . .OH0V. 73 de OH1SIC / SM5SIC Gran
. . .OH1SIC. Thanks to all hams, was nice to work with them!!
. . .OH1XFE. Thanks for the nice contest. 15m was wery good
this time!. . .OH2KW. Short test of sloper wire. . .OH2MZA. Thank
you to OH2BAH for letting me use his station again. . .OH2PQ.
Testing the club resources. . .OH3AA. CHECKLOG. . .OH5XB.
Short periods of Es on 28 MHz... Cheers/73, Zaba OH1ZAA
. . .OH5ZA. Unexpected opening on 21MHz. . .OH6IO. Licensed
since 2017. . .OH6UAV. First time lisenced 1st of February 2017.
First 4 QSOs does not have real frequency (7000 shown) due
temporary rig-PC comm problems. Band data is valid on those
lines. . .OH6UX. WKD with OCF, not so bad ANT. . .OH8JIX.
Vertical ant. + LW 700W. . .OK1C. 30.4.2018. . .OK1DWH.
Licenced 07.05.2018. . .OK1HBP. Kenwood ts 570 PA 250W
Dipole 2x36m Vertical 7m. . .OK1HFP. Elecraft K3-100W. . .

OK1KJO. TS-990S, YAGI. . .OK1LO. Licensed 12.05.2017. . .
OK1LRD. Rig: FT991A + PA 600W out. . .OK1OA. ICOM 746,
Vertical 7.4m with AH-4, Inv. L on 160m. . .OK2BFN. TS-820, ant.
- LW. . .OK2BRQ. Rig[s] IC-756PROIII-100W, Antena[s] Windom
FD5, Dipol 2x40m. . .OK2MBP. CQ WW DX SSB Contest 201810-27 00:00 UTC - 2018-10-28 23:59 UTC Transceiver FT950 (
Power 100W ) vert. CP6, FD4. . .OK2PBG. Date first licence is 9May-2018. . .OK2SDE. GOOD CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS. TCVR: YAESU FT-897d 35
W, ANT: GP. . .OK2SWD. First M/S CQ WW from our new QTH
. . .OK5Z. Less than 17 hours on the air CLAIMED SCORE CALCULATED MANUALLY by specific CQWWDX rules zones @
bands = 43, DXCC countries @ bands = 109 = mults= 152 QSO
total=210, QSO nondupe = 209, DUPE= 1 QSO OK (@ 0pts) = 4
... 0 pts QSO EU (@1 pt) = 132 ... 132 pts QSO nonEU (@3pts)=
73 ... 219 pts 351 (total QSO pts) * 152 (mults) = 53352 (claimed
score). . .OK7N. KX3 5W LW42m. . .OL4W. FT-1000MP, DIPOLE
. . .OL9R. TS590SG, LW. . .OM2DT. ZAHRADNA 3 PRESOV
08001 SLOVAKIA8001. . .OM3ZBG. PWR 100 W -.DELTALOOP.
. .OM5WW. RIG - FT817 / 5 W ANT - LW 50 m / 8 m above GND.
. .OM6AMD. Transceiver YAESU FT-897 (Power 100 Watts)
Antenna HORIZONTAL DELTA LOOP. . .OM7OM. Triband wire
14-21-28. . .OM8JP. Great Conditions in all directions!. . .ON3AR.
Always a nice contest. . .ON3VS. Thanks for the organization of
this contest. 73. . .ON4KCY. TRX Yeasu FT-950 100 Watt ANT
R8 Vertical (10-40m) + G5RV (80m). . .ON6AT. A VERY NICE
CONTEST. . .ON6LO. Just for the fun!. . .OR2A. Had a great time
during the contest. See you next year!. . .OT1L. Again great thanks
to the logistics, IT, technical and kitchen crew who made this event
possible. They made 30 years of MM contest at OT5A possible!
. . .OT5A. I had put up a 1/4 gp GP with 3 radials just for fun at
my summerhouse and used my old Yaesu FT1000MP Very nice
QTH with no manmade noise but was very hard to find any clear
freq due to all the very strong EU stations with very high power
on the band so splatter was very bad. . .OY9JD. We work from
EU-125 Island better Result. . .OZ0TX. Made a little more contacts than last year. . .OZ1KKH. Rig: Elecraft K3/P3 Ant: 80m vert.
loop for 160 thu 40M and Hexbeam for 20 thru 10M bands. . .
OZ3SM. As usual with QRP the keywords are patience and antennas. Antenna in use is a singleband dipole, ballanced feed with
coax, situated high (100ft.) and free. . .OZ6OM. 90 watt G5RV,
inv dipole 40 meter, TH3MK4. . .OZ8AE. BAND CONDITIONS
NOT SO GOOD. . .OZ8CT. Always nice to kill some spare time
. . .PA0GJV. Great contest to meet the world and check my equipment. . .PA0M. As a CW enthusiast, I gave it a try with the microphone I particpated with the FT-817 with 4 watt and an endfed My
endfed is sloping down to the east I enjoyed the contest Thank
you for the fine activty in the contest. . .PA1B. RT6A was very
wide and splattering on 15 mtrs. . .PA1P. Was fun. Tnx all fr fb
qso, 73. . .PA2REH. Getting finajjy contestfeeling back after some
decades of QRT!. . .PA2TMS. TX: ICOM 7300 + Endfed antenna. . .PA2VS. Propagation this year was a real challenge. No US
stations heard here. . .PA3DTR. magnetic loop 50 to 100W
. . .PA3GEO. Not much time to participate but enjoyed the hours
i was active. . .PA3HFJ. From my holiday location, SchouwenDuiveland EU-146 Good activity. Used a barefoot FT847 + FD4
antenna and for 15m a rotary dipole. . .PA4EL. Running 400 watt
20m FB-23 beam 40m dipole. . .PA7AL. First time. Used the mcHF
QRP SDR. . .PA7N. Only 1 vertical antenna. . .PB0ACU. Licensed
since May 2017 Checked sent log contained incorrect QRGs
. . .PC4AD. Licenced 2017. . .PD0JBZ. Put your comments here.
Use multiple lines if needed. . .PD4BER. RIG ICOM IC-7400 PWR
25W ANT HOMEMADE 6-BANDS HEX-BEAM AND VERTICAL
HY-GAIN AV-640 EMAIL LICENCE SINCE 2015-04-16 Thanks
for the contest!. . .PD5ISW. Licenced 11-01-2017. . .PD5WSQ.
Setup Elecraft K3 - Hexbeam at 17mtrs height. Sometimes hard

to get through as low power station and current propagation
. . .PD7RB. Worked with Yaesu ft891 and home made antenna
in 40 feet fishing pole. . .PE1OKY. Lot of QRM router plc neighbors. Thats not funny. 73, Adriaan PE2K. . .PE2K. Rig TS590S,
barefoot, average output 50 Watts in this contest. Antenna horizontal dipole for 15-80m bands 5m over ground 17m long. Bad
propagation on 10 and 15M this time great activity on other bands.
Many thanks for the contest. I enjoyed it very much!. . .PG1R.
Thanks for the nice contest.See you next year!. . .PG2AA. Nice
conditions on saterday. TNX. . .PH7A. Nice contest , good opening on 10 and 15 mtrs. . .PI4AMF. Small team with a BIG effort
73!!!. . .PI4COM. FALCON DX GROUP. . .PP5FE. CDR Group.
. .PQ2HX. Thanks to Mr. Atilano, PY5EG. PS2T is your super_station in Sao Paulo State, and was nobody to use during CQWW
SSB 2018. He gave me permission to do something there and
add more points to Araucaria DX Contest. Was great to find a lot
of friend in the air!. . .PS2T. Thank you all. Vy 73!. . .PT2AW.
CLUB: 6/11 LU CONTEST GROUP 3/11 RIO DX GROUP 2/11
ARAUCARIA DX GROUP. . .PT4B. 05/dec/2017. . .PU2UAH.
29/08/2017. . .PU4CGT. 06/06/2016. . .PU7ABC. 07.06.2018
. . .PU7EYL. BICHO DO MATO DX TEAM. . .PV2B. Operated
Mobile/portable onboard of Tiggo SUV car. FT857 - Ats120. . .
PV8IG. The last minute absence of PP2BT and PY7RP was
deeply regreted by the team. . .PY0F. Mosley 3 element 3 band
beam about 20 mts in the ground and rotative dipolo for 40 mts
about 15 mts in the ground. . .PY1SX. Antonio Carlos Rodrigues
(in dx Tuka) Rua.Abolio 553-Bairro: Santa Catarina Zip 13466280 /Americana, SP Brazil. . .PY2BN. PY2DPM - DAVID. . .
PY2DPM. 2016-12-19. . .PY2FRQ. 19/04/2017. . .PY2XRP.
CLASSIC. . .PY3ND. Radio Yaesu FT2000 with 100W, Antenna
KLM KT34, Loc GG54ho, Curitiba/Brazil. . .PY5JO. Our third visit
to PZ for CQ WW Phone and our second entry in the MULT 2 section. We spent 4 days assembling a new AD-3446 17ele 40-10m
yagi we had shipped from EU onto the 22m tower. Worked like a
dream! Many thanks to Igor, UA2FZ for all his help getting it to
PZ ! 10m was disappointing this year, with only fleeting openings.
Also we had very high noise levels on 160m, so QSOs on this
band were well down on last year. Thanks to our host Ramon
PZ5RA who kept us supplied with all we needed for our extended stay including the usual large number of beers required to keep
us cool. . .PZ5K. TNX 73!. . .R0AK. 73!. . .R0CAF. 73! TNX!. . .
R0SI. ROOKIE 03.03.2016. . .R1BBL. 10.02.2017. . .R1CAV.
ROOKIE. . .R1LN. Rig ICOM-718, 100Wt. Ant. Quad 160m. All
band. 10m. up. . .R1QE. 06 FEB 2017. . .R1ZM. CHECK LOG
. . .R2AA. TNX 73!. . .R2AOD. 73 TNX !. . .R2EL. TNX, 73!. .
.R2FBK. 03.02.2017. . .R2FCC. TNX 73!. . .R2FI. TNX QSQ from
all stations!. . .R2WW. 121351. . .R3AAA. FLEX 6500, ACOM
2000A, Yagi 4el. . .R3GZ. 73. . .R3LC. GL!73!. . .R3PIQ. TNX 73!
. . .R3RK. TNX 73!. . .R3RZ. FT-3000dx, 100 Wt, Ant. . .R4AC.
Rig IC-756 PROIII, ant Yagi, pwr 5W Thank you for the contest
. . .R4FCJ. TNX 73!. . .R4IB. FTDX-5000MP IV. . .R4WT. I am 19
years old. This is my first CQ WW SSB!. . .R6KVA. TNX 73!
. . .R6LHQ. 10.03.2017. . .R6YP. P.O.BOX: 40, Armavir, 352900,
RUSSIA. . .R7AY. Stavropol, 45 Parallel, 75/286. . .R7GU. TS870SAT, ANT-DL, LW. . .R7KX. FT-2000 Linear Amp 600 Wt.,
Ants 3 band Yagi, Vertical. . .R8WF. Thanks for tis joy!. . .R9AB.
TNX 73!. . .R9CC. 73!. . .R9CD. 2014-03-13. . .R9WDV. 73!. . .
RA0UJ. Yaesu FT-450, 100 W, dipole. . .RA3DGH. I work from
balcony antenna 4 m over ground-4-band dipole and 100 W!. .
.RA3DQP. 73. . .RA3RBL. Good test! GL es 73!. . .RA3RLJ. Put
your comments here. Use multiple lines if needed. . .RA3WDK.
GOOD CONTEST. . .RA4HBS. RIG(s): KENWOOD TS-850S
ANTENNA(s): GP. . .RA6LIS. TNX 73!. . .RA7RA. 73!. . .RA9AEA.
Check Log. . .RA9CIN. IC-780 P=90W 73!. . .RA9FEL. 73!. . .
RA9UAD. TS480, Windom. . .RD8O. CHECKLOG. . .RK3DXW.
FT-897, 100W, Quads/InvV. . .RK3DYB. IC-746pro. . .RK3E. TNX

73!. . .RK3IT. Operators-R2SAZ 14 years, UD3SBR 11 years. . .
RK3SWS. TNX! 73!. . .RK4FAO. TNX for technical support to
Eugene, OG7F/RK3AD. . .RL3A. IC-7610 the best!. . .RL5A. TNX
73. . .RL9L. 73!. . .RM1T. TNX, 73!. . .RM4HZ. 73!. . .RM4R. Thank
for the contest!. . .RN3B. 73!. . .RN3YA. 73!. . .RO5F. 73! TNX
GOOD TEST!. . .RQ7R.73!. . .RT3F. I'm so sorry. The CAT system was faulty. . .RT4W. TX/RX/ANT K3, 2xPA-1KW, 107ele+8ele+11ele yagi, 15-3x7 stack +5ele+4ele, 20-3x6 stack
+7ele+4ele+3ele, 40-4ele+3ele+delta, 80-4sqr+delta, 1604sqr+delta. . .RT5Z. TNX 73!. . .RT6C. TNX 73. . .RT9YA. 73!. .
.RU3VV. 73!. . .RU3XY. TS590s 100wt . Spider 5 band. . .RU4LM.
73. . .RW0AR. 73!. . .RW0UM. It's 2 hours, just to fun. . .RW1A.
IC 706 pwr 5w , Ant. . .RW3AI. RIG - YAESU FT-1000MP MARK
v field, dipole. . .RW3RQ. NX COTNTEST, SEE NEX YEAR. . .
RW3XZ. TNX 73!. . .RW3YB. IC 746, LW. . .RX3VF. TNX 73!. . .
RX4CH. 73!. . .RY9C. TNX 73!. . .RZ3ARO. Tnx. . .RZ3QM. 73!
. . .RZ5A. QTH Domodedovo Eupopean Russia. . .RZ5D. Antenna
MFJ-1788. TRX IC-7300. Age 73!. . .RZ9OW. 73!. . .RZ9WU. Vy
nice. . .S52AW. just picking ....low power testing new antenna
. . .S55G. I experienced the worst propagations during this CQ
WW contest on 10m. . .S58D. Operation from Principe Island AF044. . .S9CT. Initial license date: June 13th, 2017. . .SA5JUS. A
few hours contesting from a hotel room in the city center of
Stockholm. . .SA6MIW. High activity, good fun, had a S&P weekend. Couldn't get a working top band antenna for 160m working.
10m was dead up here, sad but not surprised. . .SE3X. Always
nice to participate in the contest, maybe more qso. . .SG3O. YLOperator. . .SI3A. Played around for a bit. . .SJ2W. KX3-KXPA100KPA500 Antenna Inverted Vee and Hy-Gain AV640. . .SM0FPR.
Heavy storm and falling trees cant stop a real ham from the
CQWW-CONTEST, see pictures at www.sm0o.se As always
GREAT FUN! C U ALL IN 2019!. . .SM0O. IC-735 pwr 90W, ANt1
W3DZZ, Ant2 vertical 40-10m. . .SN100L. ic730 60W ant DELTA
LOOP 42m. . .SN100N. Superrrr contest but I quickly end go to
job. May be in next I have more free time. Hi , Vy 73 Kris. . .SN100U.
First time in this category and first time ever on almost a 1/4 vertical. Inv-L 15m vertical section.1000m of radials.LOG and BOG
antennas for RX. Propagations was not too great. QRMs were
very, very heavy.HP stations tend not to care about someone else
on QRG ,they just come and tx. The do not ask is a QRG in useI
have encountered a number of unsportsmanlike conduct (20kHz
signals from 4kW PA, deliberate QRMs from DL and UA stations
and all sorts of zoo-like behavior that i never found on upper bands.
Inspite of that i managed to have lots of fun and make some dx
on 80m.). . .SN5V. ROOKIE. . .SO5MK. :). . .SO9C. CQ WWDX
CONTEST SSB. . .SP1GA. Antennas: vertical multiband, EZwire
. . .SP2AWJ. SD is very nice for contesting. . .SP2TMT. TRX FT2K
100W ANT GP on band 40m to 10m LW 27m on band 160m to
40m. . .SP2WGB. FT817ND GP balcony. . .SP3BES. IC-765+HM
PA 500W, ANT: 30M VERTICAL, 5xBEV. . .SP3GTS. First
licenced- 3.XII.2017. . .SP3KX. Rig. IC751A PWR 80W, Ant,
Dipol's. . .SP4GHL. Good CONDX even for QRP. . .SP5DDJ. FT991. . .SP5GNI. RIG PWR ANT. . .SP5TIM. CQWWSSB_2018
20M QSO=431 TRX FTdx 3000 100W Ant.SINGLE DIPOL 45m/h
. . .SP6DVP. CHECKLOG. . .SP7CDH. TRX Icom IC-735, ant.
dipole. . .SP8CGU. 04 01 2017. . .SP8GK. Licensed since
2017/02/17. . .SP8PKP. RIG-TS590S ANT: GP. . .SP9BMH. 06JUL-2018. . .SP9CH. TRX: IC746PRO 40w ANT: Quad 82,5m
. . .SP9EMI. TS850S 100W DIPOLE. . .SP9IHP. POWER:40W
ANT: INVERTED V FOR 7MHz. . .SP9TTT. Thank You for fun in
contest, see You nexst year, 73 :). . .SQ3MIS. CHECKLOG
. . .SQ4HRN. 01.12.2015. . .SQ4JUM. TS-570S + PA + 3 EL YAGI
. . .SQ4O. Ex. SQ5NBE. . .SQ5CW. HEXBEAM BY.SP7IDX (10M15M-20M) W3DZZ (80M-40M) INV. L (160M) FT-950. . .SQ5PMB.
12.05.2016. . .SQ7M. Trx. . .SQ8MFB. 28-12-2016. . .SQ8W.
10.10.2017. . .SQ9GOL. Just a G5RV and 100 W in noisy down-

town Cairo. . .SU9JG. Rookie. . .SV1QVY. CHECKLOG. . .
SV1RHL. Check log. . .SV2KGA. Hello there! Thanks for the QSO
. . .SV2SDP. Had some hours to participate from Lesbos Island it was a fun! More big guns than last years, band very noisy. Nice
opening to Africa. vy 73 Juergen. . .SV8/DK3SJ. Thanks to IC
7300 waterfall we where able to work many multipliers in Cuban
NO INTERNET environment. 10m was completely closed for us
and the 160m antena never work as we spect, we where able to
hear but no one came back to our calls. . .T42T. YEASU FT-897
AND FB33. . .TA1FA. 73 TA2DR. . .TA2DR. MY SECOND
ATTEMP CONTEST. HELLO CQ CONTEST. . .TA2RN. IC-7600,
7 EL 3 BAND (20,15,10) HOME MADE YAGI. . .TA3AER. 73. . .
TA3EP. 11.11.2016. . .TA3LHH. 73 DE TA3LKC. . .TA3LKC.
13.10.2017. . .TA3LKJ. Chuscraft AP8A. . .TA3OKK. De ta4rc 73
. . .TA4RC. MNY MNY DXCC 40-80M HUNTER. . .TA5FA. 73 &
TNX DE TA1BX. . .TC29OCT. What a great fun. The conditions
could be better. Interesting to find the 15m band fade out and then
return, still weak. Thanks for organizing this great event. . .TF1AM.
Only 80m this time, difficult conditions but with some strange openings into SA and Asia. Amazing to get a call from VR2XAN in the
middle of a EU pileup - amazing sigs very marginal openings into
NA - never fully open. always fun, see you in WPX de Benni TF3T.
. .TF3T. Thanks guys For calling me. CU on the bands ! 73 Cyril
TK4RB. . .TK4RB. TM2F by F4GTT mono op thanks to all stations 73 from France. . .TM2F. Checklog, 12 hours saturday just
for the fun. . .TM7XX. GOOD CONDITIONS, BUT 10 M WAS
DEAD. . .U1BA. 73!. . .UA0FAM. TNX 73!. . .UA0IHY. RIG: FT817 POWER 5W ANTENNAS: 80/20/15 LOOP 84M BATTERY:
12V X 4AH SHACK: HUT AT BURN HILL. . .UA0SBQ. 73!. . .
UA0SE. Icom IC-756PRO, ant dipole. . .UA0UV. TNX 73!. . .
UA0XAK. ICOM-718,ANT-LW 160 METRS,INV VEE 160.80,40
METRS. . .UA1CUR. Tks,73!. . .UA3BL. 73!. . .UA3EUW. 73!. . .
UA3OQ. 393460. . .UA3RKK. 73!. . .UA3UBT. 73!. . .UA4SJO.
73!. . .UA9AGX. Icom IC-765. . .UA9CAW. Ic-7410, Delta 40m
. . .UA9OMT. TNX 73!. . .UA9SMU. 73!. . .UA9SUV. TNX 73!. . .
UA9XX. Tks Contest!. . .UA9ZZ. FT-817ND, 40M DIPOLE. . .
UB1AHI. 73!. . .UB4W. 73! TNX GOOD TEST!. . .UB6RNB. 73!
. . .UC6K. BEST WISHES FROM KAZAKHSTAN!. . .UN2E. FT950 delta 20 inv-40. . .UN7PGA. RIG(s) ELECRAFT K3 + PA
1,5kW ANTENNA(s): 2 el (short) Yagi. . .UP4L. TNX 73!. . .UR2LX.
SDR-1000, 20wt, ant G3XAP. . .UR3QTN. ICOM-718 , ANT.IN.V
, TNX 73. . .UR4MF. IC 7600, ULTRA BEAM, BAZOOKA 80M,
BAZOOKA 160M. . .UR5CN. IC-775DXII. . .UR5E. RIG(s): TS
870S; ANTENNA(s): Cushcraft A3S, dipole, vertical. . .UR5EPG.
Date of first licence 2017-05-23. . .UR5FQB. , TRX home made
5W, ant GP 7MHz and 21MHz. . .UR5KBP. RIG: IC-760PRO;
ANTENNA: Inv Vee; 1 el. SP3PL. . .UR5VAA. TRX- HM. no CAT
. . .UR5WCQ. 73!. . .UR5WHQ. 2015-11-17. . .UR6LF. YESSU
FT-890, ant DL2KQ GP 14-28. . .UR7QDO. Yaesu ft-817 and GP
. . .UR8QV. TNX 73!. . .US0FF. TNX for CONTEST!. . .US1IV.
TNX 73!. . .US4IQS. TNX 73!. . .US5AT. TNX/73!ANT FD-4. . .
US6IKF. Rig ts590, Pwr 100 Watt(s). TNX 73!. . .US8MS. My first
CQ WW SSB! Sins 1972. Good Luck all HAM's!. . .UT1QQ. TX/RX
- FTDX-3000 Ant - XL-222. . .UT3RS. TNX 73!. . .UT4USA. Icom
IC-718. . .UT5ZL. TS-590 100wt, Hex-beam, InV-V. . .UT6HX.
TRX - MiniYES + PA 100W Out, Ant - Vert Delta 85m. . .UT8AS.
First licensed in november 2015. . .UT8IBU. Elecraft KX3 Ant 2
El Yagi 7 Mhz GP 3.5-7 Mhz. . .UV2IZ. Trcvr FLEX-3000, Inv L
Antenna Manu thanks for the great contest!. . .UW1U. I am worked
in contest from MT KATYAVALA. Luanda Angola CQ ZONE 36
. . .UW5EJX. TNX 73!. . .UX5MC. Bucha, P.O. Box 1011,
Kievskaya obl., 08292, UKRAINA. . .UX7U. 5 WATTS, GP. .
.UX8ZA. IC-756PRO3, Multi band Yagi. . .UY3U. 73!. . .UZ1WW.
Rig icom 756 @ts-590 ant 160&80 inv.v &gp 40 3QQ 22 up 20
4qq &4qq 15 6QQ , 10 6 qq. . .UZ7M. Rookie 2017. . .VA2YAF.
Flex 6600 with RF-Kit B26 amp all 100% remoted. . .VA3MW.

Contest Club Ontario. . .VA3MYC. Conditions and propagation
was better than expected. Great experience. . .VA3NU. First
licensed December 10,2015. . .VA3TTZ. First time contest participation. . .VA7DGT. WOW 1ST QRP ENTRY AMAZING HOW
WELL I WAS HEARD !. . .VA7FC. General DX log. . .VA7FFT.
Activity was higher and conditions were a bit better than expected. My SteppIR controller died just before the contest so I operated on 15M using my 2 element 40M yagi and on 20M with a
quickly constructed sloping dipole off the 80 ft SOAPBOX: tower.
This worked OK but a bit frustrating not having the yagi on 20M.
Looking forward SOAPBOX: to CQWW CW from Vancouver
Island as VE7VR. . .VC3R. Hit and miss. An hour here, an hour
there, but still good fun. . .VE1JS. I am not a contest person, my
log is a paper logbook. It was fun and your e-mail helped me to
upload my few QSOs. 73 Guenther VE2BHH. . .VE2BHH. It was
long trip by two different airplanes to Zone 2 one more time... Upon
my arrival to Sept-Iles I found that my FT-1000MP has an issue
with output power output power was 5 watts only. Attempts to fix
it was non-successful. Started to operate in CQWW as a QRP
and I must to say that it was a challenge! Condition on 40-20-15
on Sunday vs Saturday was significantly improved from early
morning and I was very happy to create pile up operation few
times during the contest. No any contact on 10 meters at all this
is the North. In 2 hours before end of the contest my US pile-up
on 20 meters was completed - some changes in ionosphere happened again... I saw few messages in the cluster. Condition
dropped down at the same time. My QRP adventures in CQWW
was completed at that time. For rest 2 hours in CQWW I did 2
QSOs only. I should say that it was very unusual QRP operation,
however I`ve enjoyed by CQWW as usually. Many thanks to all
who had a patience to listen my QRP calls during CQWW, especially to K3LR, 8P5A, S57AL and M6T, thanks for their very good
ears, they`re got successfully my calls on 80 meters on 5 watts
and it was not easy. Thank you very much to Yuri VE3DZ, Frank
VA2FGG and Igor VA3FF for their great help during preparation
to this DX-pedition to Zone 2. 73 from North, Igor VE2IDX. . .
VE2IDX. Rookie category, licenced in april 2016. . .VE2NCG.
Pretty good conditions across all bands for a SFI of 69!. . .VE3CV.
Visitors This is one of the Contests we enjoy, working DX as well
as our many friends, South of the border. Thanks to our Operators,
we beat last year QSOs and Score. Propogation was not alway
the best and sometimes only one way it seemed but our we were
able to pull them out, even though difficult at times. Thanks to
everyone that participated and especially to all the DX station, and
especiallly our friends to the South. 73 Rick VE3BK. . .VE3DC.
Again, work gets in the way, enjoyed short time on SD works well
as usual. . .VE3FTM. March 23, 2017. . .VE3MJD. Despite PC
crashing after about 4 hours had fun. . .VE3PN. A temporary
antenna a few feet above the ground. . .VE3RCN. First Licensed
on 08 February 2017. . .VE3SCN. REMOTE OPERATION. . .
VE3UTT. 2017. . .VE3XKZ. Fun to work some DX. Fun to run
Europeans on day 2 with LP. . .VE5SF. Had fun with my 600watts
thanks again. . .VE6IVN. The 25th running in the same shack and
core operators. . .VE6SV. This was my first real contesting effort
in many years. I had a lot of fun. Thanks to everyone who participated.... we are all winners. . .VE6TN. I had a lot of fun participating in this contest with a vintage IC-720A and classic IC-751A
oldie Icom radios. . .VE7BGP. Using 50 MHZ yagi on 40. . .
VE7DAY. Check log only. . .VE7EME. Gud cdx. New tribander.
EU FB ears. . .VE7WNK. Use for confirmation. . .VE7ZZV. These
low-sunspot conditions were tough!. . .VE9CB. I had a pleasant
time as I was just trying to make a few contacts, test my station,
and experience this part of solar cycle I was licensed in 2010. I
have not operated much in the past few months and I found it
interesting how 20 m shut down around supper time. . .VE9EX. It
was good to see how VE9UNB performs in the largest contest of

the year. Brent VE9EX had no success in the first 30 minutes of
the contest on 40 m. However, on Saturday Brent VE9EX got the
first four QSOs on 15 m. Stephen VE9QLE got the last four QSOs
on 20 m and 40 m, which are much harder bands to use at VE9UNB
due to the noise. . .VE9UNB. Difficult copy with deep QSB on
Weak stations from NA and EU on 15m. 15m Antenna 4 element
wide spaced monoband Yagi at 12m, TS-990S Radio. . .VK2GR.
Actual TX Power: 100watts. . .VK2HBG. Station TS-480HX @
200W PEP and 5-band Spiderbeam. I am submitting my log so
the VK6 gets credit for my one QSO. Conditions not good in the
hours after contest started. Many high power stations hearing
each other, very difficult for us lower power stations to be heard.
Ionospheric prognosis suggested it would be JA, NA and EU working each other for the weekend ... so gave it away. Looking forward to the CW contest in November!. . .VK2IG. First every entry
into this contest. . .VK3BDX. Actual TX Power 100W. . .VK3BSP.
Please note that our K3BV contacts (two different zones) are contacts that are probably uniques as i dont believe he operated in
the contest except to work us via remotes in East and West coast
USA. Please remove these contacts from the log if the committee deem them to be invalid for any reason. . .VK3GK. Great conditions and signals on 40m here. Thanks all for qso's until next
year. . .VK3IO. Hi only a casual contester dx'er there were no
opening in vk3 on 15m or 10m. . .VK3KTT. Actual TX Power:
100w. . .VK4ATH. Mostly S&P this year with a few little runs at
times. . .VK4QH. Thanks for a great comp. . .VK5NS. Great contest - thank you. . .VK6DW. Actual TX Power. . .VK6MIT.
Conditions very tough but still great fun and the best DX Contest.
Log submitted in memory of Nick VK6VAX. . .VK6RT. Actual TX
Power. . .VK6WE. I am sure that RF helps the ionosphere in the
absence of sun spots Hi. . .VK7GN. 4Nov2017. . .VK8VWA. Fun
entry at the end of our DXpedition. We had a ball in spite of not
being heard by many loud EUs. Most fun was listening to the various forms of 'Oh, WOW!' when we called and worked unsuspecting stations S & P! As far as we can tell this was the first ever
M/2 entry from VK9X. . .VK9XG. Sun, surf and radio contesting.
What more you more can you ask for. . .VP5W. It is a nice experience to participate in this contest. . .VU2BL. Very poor propagation. Hope it will improve for the CW contest. 73!. . .VU2CVS.
Experience bad propagation. . .VU2YVK. Date first licenced
01/23/2017. . .VU2ZMK. My licence was issued on 23-05-2018
. . .VU3EQG. It is good experience.I got my licence on 7 Nov 2016
. . .VU3OXH. First licensed on May 10th 2016. . .VU3WBB. This
was by far our most productive CQWW contest! Conditions were
fairly good from here on Saturday, not quite as good on Sunday.
The amp gave up about 4 hours from the end making the last part
some tough S&P. 20m continues to be by far our best band but
we also had our first contacts on 80m and our best effort to date
on 40m. 15m was tantalizingly close to open a couple of times
but yielded only one contact. Thanks for all the Q's and especially
to those that worked to pull us out on 80m and 40m. . .VY0ERC.
Ham radio is fun!. . .WP4I. I only participated to give multipliers
. . .XE1AY. Had a great time great,contest sorry i did not have
much time for it. . .XE2AU. Great experience with my new equipment with funny things. . .XE2N. Field day CE1ANF. . .XR1B.
DXing from Africa is fun, but SSB LP contest not so much. Tnx to
all 73. . .XT2SZZ. Very tough condx then someone turned 15m
ON. had many XU ops on air. . .XU7AJA. FT-817ND 5W, Dipole
@100mh. . .YB0ANN. Bad Propagation this moment. . .YB1AR.
Nice contest, see you next contest, GL, 73!. . .YB3BME. We are
KEDIRI DXC TEAM-All we are the best, goodluck to the contest,
73's de YB3ZBD. RECIEV.=YAESU FT80C, KENWOOD450,
ANT= 20m-TUBING 1ELE 15m High;15M-DELTA LOOP, 18m
High,40m-WIRE OPEN DIPOLE , 20m High. . .YB3ZBD. Nice
Contest (Yes Certificate). . .YB5C. Very happy and enjoy on the
bands.... many thanks for all my friend and see you on the next

contest, 73 bye!. . .YC2BDZ. HF Team lokal Surabaya. . .YC3IMS.
we are member of YB3ZBD - KEDIRI DXC TEAM - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, nice QSO for all stations, good luck
to the next contest, 73's de YC3NHW. . .YC3NHW. SEMANGAT
NEXT CONTEST...73 de YC3RJL. . .YC3RJL. We are member
of YB3ZBD==KEDIRI DXC TEAM==CLUB STATION ORARI
LOKAL KEDIRI, all we are the best, goodluck to the next contest,
73's de YC3TEN===WANIII PERRRIIIHHH. . .YC3TEN. We are
member of KEDIRI DXC TEAM - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL
KEDIRI = YB3ZBD, nice contest and good propagation, goodluck
to the contest, 73' de YC3VRY, WANIII PERRRIHHHH, WANIII
DIPAIIITTTTDOO. . .YC3VRY. FUN CONTEST IN WEEKEND.
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR. 73. . .YC7OCS. ROOKIE. . .YD0MAT.
28/10/2016 - 28/10/2019. . .YD2CPQ. 17 JUNE 2016. . .YD2YSW.
This is my first CW Worldwide SSB DX Contest. Please visit my
youtube channel Bushcraft Ham Radio. . .YD3KNJ. Selamat
Semoga Sukses CQWWDX18, Sampai Jumpa Lagi. . .YF3CXB.
MEMBER OF KEDIRI DXC TEAM YB3ZBD - CLUB STATION
ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI - INDONESIA == BRAVO KEDIRI ===
WE ARE THE BEST, 73 YG3CYS. . .YF3CYS. WE ARE MEMBER OF YB3ZBD CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI INDONESIA === ALL WE ARE THE BEST === 73'S , DE
YF3CYT. . .YF3CYT. We are member of KEDIRI DXC TEAM CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI YB3ZBD, i am only work
160m band, goodluck to the contest, 73's de YF3CYU. . .YF3CYU.
WE ARE MEMBER OF KEDIRI DXC TEAM - CLUB STATION
ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI - YB3ZBD, good luck to the contest, 73's
de YF3DFB. . .YF3DFB. ROOKIE. . .YG0TUR. Indonesian
Amateur Radio Licence-General 07/09/2017 to 07/09/2020. . .
YG2UFA. Hope see you on cqww next event. . .YG3CMS. we are
member of KEDIRI DXC TEAM-CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL
KEDIRI-YB3ZBD- ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, all we are the
best,73'S de YG3EOY,waniiii perrriiiiihhhh...waniiii dipaitttdooo
. . .YG3EOY. GL FOR CONTEST. . .YG3FAP. i am member of
KEDIRI DXC TEAM - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI YB3ZBD, this is my first time joint DX CONTEST, special time
with my club. goodluct to the next contest, 73's de YG3FKD. . .
YG3FKD. 73. . .YL2IP. Thank's for Nice contest QSO's 73 !. . .
YL2PP. TRX last "session" om Monday night, sorry! Hope CW
test "ll be better for Me. 73! Janis, YL3AD. . .YL3AD. IC7100 +
tribander. . .YL3IR. 73 de YM3VBR Contest Team. . .YM3VBR.
RIG TS140S ANT DIPOLE MB. . .YO2CJX. Icom IC-7300 90W,
41m sloping wire, 73 Szigy. . .YO2IS. ICOM IC-730, PWR 100W,
ANTENNA DIPOLE. . .YO2MJZ. TNX QSOs!. . .YO3JW.
Kenwood TS590 + IC-2KL 500W max. 3 elem Yagi + Dipole
40/80m. . .YO3RU. I OBSERVED THE CONTEST RULES TCVR
HM 100W VERTICAL ANT. . .YO4BEX. TCVR 100W VERTICAL
ANT. . .YO4GPC. 73. . .YO4RST. RIG: KENWOOD TS-450SAT
100 W ANT: FD4 & LW 41 m. . .YO4SI. CHECKLOG. . .YO5BIM.
Running a SOTA operation, with KX2 and fishing pole. . .YO6PIB.
It was a good experience and a lot of fun...thanks to organizer
. . .YO7LPZ. Kenwood ts-590sg 100w. . .YO8AAZ. 2018-07-18
. . .YO8TGE. CORECT LOG. . .YO9DBP. This is a CHECKLOG.
. .YO9DF. RX/TX = KENWOOD TS-2000X 100W ANTENA =
W3DZZ. . .YO9IAB. TRX : YAESU FT-2000 Amtenna : 160 m GP & D-loop 80 m - GP & D-loop 40 m - GP & D-loop 20 m - 4
elm Yagi 15 m - 4 elm Yagi 10 m - 8 elm Yagi. . .YR100R. 73
. . .YT0I. TS2000 and 6 band vertical antenna. . .YT1TX. ALL
OPERATORS ARE YOUNGSTERS. . .YT5L. RIG IC-7300 PWR
100W ANT R8 and LW. . .YU0W. 24.02.2016. . .YU4GUV.
19/08/2018. . .YU4OWL. RADIO CLUB VENEZOLANO CARACAS. . .YV5CDE. EXCELENT CONDITIONS EU-US MOST
WITH 59++ BOTH DAYS FEW FROM ASIA BUT ENJOY EVERY
QSO TNX TO ALL HOPE SEE AGAIN ON CW PART 73 MEL
. . .YV6BXN. With flu & fever the weekend, Digital Voices worked
well, great W1VE job. . .YW4D. RADIO CLUB VENEZOLANO

CARACAS. . .YY5ATN. 40m Deta Loop. . .Z35M. Totally enjoyable as always. We even had time for a walk on the beach!
Operators Alan ZL1RQ Graeme ZL1SG Maurice ZL2MF ably
supported by ZL2MF's XYL Gillian and junior op Oliver. 40m was
the money band with the new 2ele yagi! Alan, Graeme & Maurice
were founder members of the ZM2K Team in 1989! A Great weekend in the winterless North of NZ!. . .ZL1RQ. Actual TX Power
Checklog. . .ZL2AYZ. GREAT EVENT - THANKS. . .ZL2BCO.
Enjoyed it again. Thanks. . .ZL2RX. Kenwood TS-930 80/40 Fan
Dipole 5 mtrs above ground / 100ft abs. . .ZL2XC. ZL3X Contest
Group. . .ZL3DMC. licensed: 29 May 2016. . .ZS2MAC. Started
off very slowly with very poor conditions, then had a good run on
20M later on Sunday. Had a target to beat my last year's score
and did achieve this. Used an ICOM 736 barefoot with 100 watts
and a dipole at 18m high for 80m, a 2 el MOXON rectangle at 15m
for 40m (beaming USA), a 4 el yagi at 22m high for 20m, a 3 el
yagi at 23m high for 15m and a 5 el yagi at 21m for 10m. Thanks
to all the well disciplined operators and all who make the contest
possible!. . .ZS2NF. 0181 South Africa. . .ZS6ELI. Use as control
log. . .ZS6HON. Thank you vy 73!. . .ZS6MM. OPERADO NO
GRUPO ESCOTEIRO PASSOS 443/SP Escoteiros: Pedro
Henrique Coutinho Aires Pedro Miguel Lourenconi Zaparolli. . .
ZW2K. OUR TEAM WAS A MIXTURE OF OLD EXPERTS AND
YOUNG TALENTS. . .ZW5B.

USA QRM
Brightleaf ARC from Greenville, NC. . .AA4XA. Resubmitting log
. . .AA5AH. 1ST LICENSE AUGUST, 2017. . .AA8SW. Conditions
fair but not good. Europe and the Caribbean were good. . .AB2TC.
2017. . .AC1EW. Licensed 07-24-2018. . .AC2XM. Tough conditions for attic dipoles and 100W and family commitments. . .
AC6WI. 03/07/2018. . .AC9SJ. Rookie Licensed as KD9GJV June
2016. . .AC9TO. Rookie - 9/16. . .AD2J. Our second year. Had a
great time. . .AD4XT. ZERO FIVE Vertical. . .AD6GE. Roanoke
Blacksburg Chapter of PVRC. . .AF2T. Operating Mobile. . .
AG5DB. Oct 2017. . .AG5NH. SteppIR 2 element for 15 & 20, then
I take that down after sunset and put up a Cushcraft R7000 for
40m. . .AG6JA. 5/2017. . .AG7GP. First time participating in any
SSB contest. Made my first ever contacts to South America and
Africa!. . .AG7NC. Always fun! Thanks!. . .AI6IN. Great fun. Thanks
to all who participated. . .AK1K. I received zones 4, 8, 9, 14, 15,
33. . .AK2G. Thanks for all who participated. . .AK6R. Yaesu FT857 100 watts Antenna 40M Dipole (CFZ) in ATTIC. . .K0BWQ.
Band QSOs Pts ZN Cty 1.8 8 12 3 3 3.5 21 44 8 12 7 66 170 14
34 14 187 515 22 71 21 119 322 17 41 28 7 20 4 6 Total 408 1083
68 167 Score. . .K0JJR. Turning in log to support the other operators during the contest. . .K0MUL. The first 12 hours propagation was in the toilet, everyone was complaining about the poor
conditions. Things picked up on Saturday and were pretty good
the remainder of the contest. Mine was a 13-hour adventure without setting any specific goal. . .K0RC. I was able to hear many
more stations than were able to hear me. . .K1AUS.
SkookumLogger K3S KPA1500 OB40-2 2XA-3B-12L wires. . .
K1GQ. Who says no propagation?. . .K1JHS. Heard AK, HI and
many JA's, nice to have my Windom back up. 73!. . .K1RCT. Very
tough condx with few bright spots. . .K1RV. EUROPE HEARD 4
HOURS PRIOR TO LOCAL SUNSET. . .K2RR. Operated portable
entirely on batteries in Melfa, Va. . .K2WPM. A minor effort, but a
score is a score. Hoped to capitalize on the fresh meat syndrome
for Sunday afternoon, but couldn't get any runs going, although
the S&P results weren't bad. Condx pretty decent for low spots
and SFI. . .K2WR. Date first licensed February 9, 2018. . .K2ZP.
RIG: ANTS: 660' CF WIRE - 407'EF WIRE - HEXBEAM LOG:
N1MM+ - CONDX: BETTER THEN EXPECTED 73, DICK, K2ZR.
. .K2ZR. 05/10/2016. . .K3ABE. K3CCR is the club station at the
Collington continuing-care retirement community at FM 18OW in

MD, just east of DC. For CQ WW SSB 2018, N3UM and W3GB
operated Multi-Two Assisted. Due to family visits and other nonham obligations we could only do 23 hrs. BIC vs 33 hrs. in CQ
SSB 2017, 68% as much time. Even so we got 55% as many Qs
and 84% as many mults. Not bad, given that SFI was 84 in 2017
and a minimal 69 this year. On 80 plus 40 m. we made only 6%
fewer Qs and got the same number of total mults as we did in
2017, despite S-7 noise on 40 and S-9 noise on 80 the first night.
But, on 20 and 15 m. the lower SFI and less BIC time this year
meant 406 fewer Qs inevitable. Propagation was good on 20 and
astonishing on 15 m. Got 77 Qs in 1.25 hr. after 1244Z on Sun.
AM, fast-clicking on EU spots. Unexpected DX on 15 m ZL and
FR, plus 6W, 7Q, and 9Q in AF. On 20 m. we worked Ducie, VP6
(!) plus Z2 and XT in AF and 4X and A4 in the Mid East. Also good
to Mid East was 40 m got 4X, 9k, A7, and HZ. . .K3CCR. Operated
40-20-15-10 meters with good band conditions. . .K3SOM. "It's
always a challenge on 160m SSB!". . .K3TW. If they only could
hear me. Discouraging. . .K3URT. Had to cut it short on Sunday
due to work commitment, but wanted to get on and greet many
friends. Not counting zero-point USA QSOs, I worked 1100 different stations. Six countries provided 45.2% of the QSOs, lead
by Germany with 13.6 percent! Thanks! (Although it would be nice
to have more activity from outside the core countries.) The figures
are that out of 1100 QSOs (net of W/K): DL - 150 QSOs (13.6%)
I - 77 QSOS (7.0%) JA - 74 QSOs (6.7%) F - 73 QSOs (6.6%) EA
- 63 QSOs (5.8%) & G - 61 QSOs (5.5%). I hope that I have the
opportunity to see everyone again next year. . .K3ZJ. 450W. . .
K4FBI. 20 meters opened to China/Japan 23:30 Sunday. . .
K4KAY. I had a lot of fun working some DX stations. . .K4RG. First
licensed Tech 2/13/18, General 5/31/18. . .K4WRX. Line noise
east and line noise west, so I gave up after 10 minutes. At least
I made an appearance. . .K5RX. First licensed 2016 Feb 29. . .
K5TMT. Red Sox going 18 innings definitely reduced my operating time!. . .K5ZD. Worst CQ WW SSB I've ever experienced!. . .
K6CSL. Shack dismantled due to big plumbing leak in August.
Rebuilding house limited me to 28 hours of op time, but always
enjoy the WW Phone action. Looking forward to the CW event in
November. 73, Glenn K6NA. . .K6NA. Fair band conditions, but I
had limited time to participate this year. . .K6RAH. ADIF TO
CABRILLO CONVERTER DIDN'T DO ZONES RIGHT. . .K6YYL.
Portable at Lava Beds, Calif. all dipoles at 30ft. . .K7CAR. CHECKLOG ONLY. . .K7DPS. GOING FOR MAX ENTITIES NOT
SCORES, GREAT FUN!. . .K7HV. Good fun at the bottom of the
cycle. . .K7SS. Good band conditions. . .K7STO. Antenna used
was a vertical dummy load. . .K7TTU. Just sending logs. No score
required. . .K7WXK. Well that was interesting. Lots of DX on 15,
20, 40, and 80 Meters. Conditions were pretty good at times with
a few moments of solar weirdness. The activity seemed OK with
plenty of Rare DX to chase around the bands. Many zones that
were not heard of in recent years had at least one loud station
representing it. Mostly click and pounce with a new to me Flex3000
that kicks butt for being a 10 year old SDR radio. I put it up there
with a K3 for receive and seemingly limitless menu options to tailor it to your taste. Station: Flex3000, AL-80B at 800W, & a
Timewave ANC-4 Noise canceler (Worth its weight in gold).
Antennas: 4ele 10M at 25ft, 3ele 15M at 30ft, 3ele 20M at 43ft,
40M/80M Dual band Inv Vee at 38ft, 170ft long 160M Inv L at 28ft.
20M was King working 33 zones & 96 countries. Gave me a good
taste for whats to come. CW WW DX CW! The granddaddy of all
DX Contests. 73s from Northern Nevada. Thank You CQ for
Hosting the Best Contests!. . .K7XC. Licensed 03/31/2017. First
time working a station on HF. . .K7XTN. This was a good contest,
with better conditions than I expected. ZM4T had a booming signal...! Thanks to all on 15 meters. . .K8OZ. First licensed in 2016
. . .K8PK. 40 Ugly - 15 Was Go To Band. . .K8TS. Worst noise
I've heard in years. . .K9CJ. Happy to hand out CONTACTS called

many but unable to work with 400w Thanks to all who could hear
Inv-V in a tree. . .K9IDQ. Society of Midwest Contesters. . .K9KE.
Amazing what a 41' vertical and a tuner can do. . .K9MK. 2018
CQ WW DX Contest / K9ZMI Did the contest for fun. Don't normally submit my contacts but got an email from CQ to do so to
help qualify submitted logs. Operated on 160M, 40M, & 15M
K9ZMI. . .K9ZMI. Late but for others. . .KA4CDN. Alarm clock
failed, missed 4 planned hours great conditions 1st 1/2 Sat night
& Sunday were slow. Tnx for qso's. . .KA6BIM. Checklog. Just
played around for a couple of hours. . .KA9MOT. First contest I
have participated in. . .KB0PHK. Everything that could go wrong,
did. Better luck next year I guess. . .KB2URI. Log correction. . .
KB3K. 77 QSOs, 27 Countries, 23 Zones. . .KB6A. Had lots of
fun. Bands were better than expected. Should only get better. . .
KB8SB. First Time In The Contest. Have a lot of Fun. . .KC2FKM.
Where were all the Russians? Lots of SA but not a lot of EU. . .
KC3D. 10-04-2016. . .KC3HXF. Licensed on February 08, 2017
. . .KC3INR. License Effective 5-5-2018. . .KC3LIV. Just trying to
get some new countries in the log. . .KC4YT. It was nice to see
15m open even to my poor non-resonant dipole. It was a tough
slog for me on all bands. 80m was surprising good though. 20m
and 40m was wall to wall with strong signals. See you in CQWW
CW!. . .KC6X. Some juicy DX made its way into the log so that
always makes me smile. . .KC7V. Not sure how to score. . .
KC8MUE. First time entering the contest data operation was
portable mobile. . .KC9NUW. This is my second time submitting..not sure why it is missing. . .KC9UJS. First license date
7/21/17. . .KD2NXM. Thanks for another great contest. . .
KD4LEM. Always fun! Even at low power and a wire. . .KD5FBA.
Attn: Contest reviewers Am fully aware that this entry is sent way
past the due date/time. Availability my contacts enables you to
verify hams contacts. . .KD8OBW. The Bands Aren't Dead!. . .
KD9FSQ. Great contest! Lots of stations with great ears!. . .
KD9MS. Thank you for all your hard work!. . .KE0KOT. Casual
2.5 hours, enjoyable first time. . .KE0MHJ. First contest with new
tower and beam, TH-11. Everything worked well. . .KE1IH.
Sunspots need to come back!. . .KE2TR. 2018 CQ WW DX SSB
CONTEST. . .KE5LQ. Rookie Licensed 2/15/2018. . .KE8IVY.
Flex 6400 operating LP through a Cushcraft A3S at 50 feet. . .
KF4GTA. Great Contest!. . .KF6EFG. Running a single dipole,
fried the 2nd. A good time was had by all. . .KF7WRS. Ten hours
of fun with 2 el tribander stuck due north and no antennas for 40
80 or 160. Worked many southern stations off the back of the
beam HI. . .KG1E. Antenna used was a 18ft Vertical antenna. . .
KG2DWS. Transmitted at 12-15W on an Elecraft KX3 using a
35.5' end-fed wire antenna. . .KG2E. ROOKIE. . .KG5WZD.
4/26/2018. . .KG5ZMG. First contest with the GAP antenna. Very
pleased. . .KG9Z. Had a blast! Was just looking for DX Count but
it turned out different. . .KI5LR. Good opening to Europe on 20
Meters from USA West Coast on Sunday morning. . .KI7N. Poor
Conditions. . .KJ4KKD. This was my first time participating. Great
event. . .KJ4YKG. Power=80 W, grid=FM18eu antenna=G5RV
dipole at 10 meters in trees equipment=Kenwood TS-570S. . .
KK4BZ. RADIO IS A STOCK YAESU FT-817 ND.. MAXIMUM
POWER OUTPUT WAS 2 TO 4 WATTS DEPENDING ON THE
BAND. . .KK7VL. 15 year old operator. Last year as a rookie! First
licensed on 03/15/2016. . .KM4SII. Had a great time. Stormy
weather made a great excuse to stay in and contest!. . .KM8AM.
First licensed June 14, 2017. . .KN4DXT. 2017-09-25. . .KN4GBO.
04/11/2018. . .KN4LKC. 06-21-2018. . .KN4NJR. Lots of antennas broken in the May 15th Macroburst with 110 mph wind gusts
have still not been repaired, so this was a very limited effort with
1 radio. Always fun to say hello to old friends and make new ones.
Tnx for the q's and the mults! 73 Bob KQ2M. . .KQ2M. TOUGH
CONDX FOR QRP. ONLY TWO QSO'S IN LAST 1.5 HOURS. .
.KR2Q. AMAZED HOW GOOD THE 42' VERTICAL WORKED

WITH JUST 100W. Used a Sennheiser gaming headset with
adapter. Worked great!. . .KS4AA. Once again 20 meters proves
to be the hottest band during this sun spot minimum. The low
bands aren't following the prop book at all. What happened to
those huge signals from South America I heard on 40 and 80 in
the last cycle? Also dx stns not hearing pileups!. . .KS7T. I found
it extremely difficult to get the DX to hear me. . .KT3RR. Had a
good time. . .KT4FQ. Thanks for all the QSOs!. . .KU2C. Lotsa
"run fun." Nearly fell off the chair when called by A5A!. . .KU2M.
Operating casually from small home station just to enjoy working
some DX. . .KV4ZY. First liscensed in 2018. . .KX4LL. Operating
from EM84oi, Hartwell, GA. . .N0DIM. First licensed as KE0QMF
on March 14th 2018 Vanity of N0EHX issued on April 3rd 2018
. . .N0EHX. Please use as a check log. . .N0NZG. Using new cable
and heavy duty balun on Cushcraft X7 yagi. It did a great job with
the ICOM IC-7300 running 700 watts. I am more a DXer then contester so S&P for good DX. Had a lot of fun and Sunday evening
Asia came in good on 20M. I got an all time new one E44WE. In
pile ups I was usually the first or second one through to the DX.
Worked the VP6D two or three times. Next year I want to do something better on 80 meters. The HF2V did very good on 40M. I did
not try 160 meters this year. . .N0ODK. Thanks to all and special
thanks to ED7B worked hard to get me in the log. . .N0OST. Put
your comments here. Use multiple lines if needed. . .N0QLT.
THANKS CQ FOR THIS ANNUAL DX CONTEST. ALWAYS FUN
AND CHALLENGING. . .N0WRK. Band conditions could have
been better but fun time!. . .N0XXL. 4/19/2016. . .N1BOX. Bands
were busy, but family life took priority this weekend. . .N1TYH.
Classic Operator. . .N1VH. My first experience with a contest thanks for the opportunity!. . .N1WTT. BIG WINDS Saturday so
tower was cranked down. Sunday was better. Amazed that so
many heard my 100watts. Thanks to those who strained their ears
to work me. . .N2FF. I beat my 2017 score by 7000. I enjoy this
contest every year!. . .N2IIE. Fun times with great friends!. . .N2RJ.
First QRP contest attempt!. . .N2SRK. ICOM-7300 to LDG IT-100
antenna tuner feeding a Solarcon A-99. . .N3CHX. ALWAYS A
ROLLER COASTER 73-- THE CREW. . .N3DPB. Received email
requesting log. Thanks Lester N3LH. . .N3LH. Tough Condx this
year!. . .N3MX. Very poor conditions and broken rotors made this
one rough!. . .N3RS. 2018 CQWW SSB. . .N4BP. 100% search
and pounce. I had fun and didn't overexert myself. 73. . .N4CW.
Had lots of fun picking up new DXCC entities!. . .N4ETC. Licensed
Date - 03/12/2017. . .N4JAH. First contest I've entered in a couple of years. It's good to be back. . .N4JN. Enjoyed a very brief
effort on 160!. . .N4NTO. NO MATTER THE CYCLE, THE CQ
WW ALWAYS BRINGS 'EM OUT. THANKS TO CQ FOR
ANOTHER FUN WEEKEND. THANKS TO ALL WHO MADE IT
INTO MY LOG. . .N4PN. LOST PRECIOUS HOURS SUNDAY
TO FIX COMPUTER TO RIG COMMUNICATIONS. . .N4TZ. First
Licensed 07/19/2016. . .N4VLK. CQ Worldwide DX Contest, SSB
. . .N4WLF. First licensed 7-26-2018. . .N5BYZ. Great contest, as
usual!. . .N5KAE. Team SMC. . .N5RP. 599 DX Association. . .
N5YT. Disabled - Quadriplegic. . .N6ADO. Amp failure Saturday
night. Pretty much quit then. . .N6AR. First licensed in September,
2017. . .N6DRU. Some good propagation when I was on ...too
bad the World Series was on. . .N6IC. Loved 15 - a real challenge,
but rewarding. . .N6KN. 3 element phased vertical array. . .N6LB.
Check Log only. . .N6LZ. Thanks again for the great contest! Next
Year. . .N6RV. Log check file - not a contest entry log. . .N6RW.
1st Time entering this contest. I will participate next year. . .
N6TCE. Fun contest! It gave me a chance to give the new set up
a good workout and see how it performed. Icom IC-7600 80 watts
Fritzel OCFD apex at 10 meters. . .N6UBO. Had a great time.
looking forward to more contest. . .N6VOH. Checklog-not in contest, for log checking purposes. . .N7JB. See QRZ.com under my
call sign for comments. . .N7MZW. Rookie/Low power/Single

operator. . .N7UWD. I really wish Ham's the world over could
understand Victor I had fun. Looking forward to better propagation. . .N7VZU. 1/20/12016. . .N7WJ. K3, KPA1500, KT36xa on
20 and up, 40M2L on 40m and inverted vee on 80m - had issue
with rotator loop catching on N tower. . .N7WY. Great contest,
more activity this year than last, 10m prop poor again for second
year. . .N8GLS. One new country - Greenland !. . .N8PPF.
CHECKLOG. . .N8REA. Go MRRC!!!!!. . .N8YXR. Lots of drizzle
here, so lots of noise on the bands. . .N9BT. Had a fun time, hopefully have better antennae up for next years contest. . .N9EAT.
Only had a few hours to operate on Sunday afternoon. 80M dead
but 40, 20, and 15 were fun. . .N9OK. About as good as you can
expect for low sunspots. . .N9RV. Near bottom of SSC, low SFI,
spells challenge for low power and small low hanging antennas!
I felt like I was in a street fight, fighting for each and every Q. I
could hear them loud, but they were not hearing me. It sure was
a test in character building being CQd in my face all contest long.
And the repeats... Still managed to work 71 unique DX at solar
min. Always an adventure to see what can be accomplished with
low power and marginal antennas! 73 and CU in the CQWW CW.
Gene N9TF Rig, K3S 100 watts to 2 elements at 37 feet, 40/80
short loaded dipole at 35 feet, and short 67 foot 160m loaded half
sloper at 35' apex. . .N9TF. KWD TS-2000, Alpha-Delta DXCC
Fan Dipole at 25ft.! 100 watts & a Wire!. . .N9VPV. Conditions
very bad in the mountains of Western North Carolina. . .NC4MI.
Flex 6400 and 811H Monoband antennas all bands. . .NC7M.
Challenging conditions for QRP from the "black hole". . .ND0C.
Had more fun chasing the DXpedition to Ducie Is. . .NE1B. New
crew and 3 that have never done a CQWW contest . Fun!. . .NE3F.
HAD A BLAST. 15M NOT SO GOOD THIS YEAR TO EUROPE
. . .NF3R. After test all I hear is Zulu, Zul, uZulu or Tango, tango,
tango for hours!. . .NF7E. Kicked the tires with an RF-KIT B26RF2K+ LDMOS amplifier. Worked Great!. . .NG7M. 40m was fun.
I will be back next year!. . .NJ0F. For log checking only. . .NK4K.
Limited operating time. Conditions on 20 M seemed good for very
low solar flux. Very quiet geomagnetic conditiOns, too. . .NM2O.
Just a few to say I worked the contest. . .NN4RB. 73. . .NO6G. I
thoroughly enjoyed the contest during the few hours I could operate. . .NS7U. Just picked out a few stations to complete DXCC
on Phone. . .NX6D. Fun but sure will be glad when band condx
improve!. . .NY3C. Great contest and got some new ones. Thank
you all. . .NY6DX. Finally got TV cable to house and inside connectors and splitter fixed and no more TVII. Even on high power!
. . .W0MN. My log program did not reconize to1j think was martinique 0 points 73 John. . .W0YJT. I am not looking for a score.
Just helping other hams with their scores. . .W1ALP. A *little* better than my 2015 entry, but not by a lot!. . .W1DGL. First license
date 06/23/2016. . .W1FOY. Licensed 22 June 2016. . .W1HMM.
Thank you for sponsoring the contest. . .W1QK. JUST A LITTLE
EFFORT FROM HOME BEFORE LEAVING FOR A MULTI-OP
IN PA. GO FRC!. . .W2AAB. Condx were terrible, worst in my 27
years as a ham. . .W2CCC. FRANKFORD RADIO CLUB. . .
W2DLT. Rig - Elecraft K3, P3, KPA1500 Antennas - SteppIR DB18 @ 70 feet 80M half sloper, 80 dipole 160 meter "W3ZZ" antenna Hi-Z 3-element steerable array. . .W2GPS. Need a better explanation on Assisted vs Not Assisted. . .W2JDB. Licensed
11-08-2017. . .W2KU. Great fun. Might try QRP next year. . .W2TT.
Quit early to attend non-denominational service for Pittsburgh victims. . .W2UDT. Rookie first licensed: March 1, 2016. . .W2XK.

Submitted as check log only.. Was surfing only for dx for DXCC
Challenge. . .W3BNN. Finally getting back in the chair again. . .
W3PA. Licensed March 23, 2016. . .W3XOX. Totally remote. Ops:
N3TOD-Ekaterinburg, RU WS7I- WA, K3ZV-FL, W3UL-MD,
W4NA & W4AAW-VA It's just gotta get better! Tnx Qs-Mlts!. . .
W4AAW. First licensed 11/22/16. . .W4BBT. We need sunspots!
. . .W4DD. A few minutes on this one. . .W4EE. I had fun! That
was my primary criteria. 73 de W4EEY. . .W4EEY. Great Contest.
Always a lot of fun. . .W4PR. Thanks for the Qs. 73, Vic, W4VIC
. . .W4VIC. Rookie 3-26-16. . .W5XNA. What a great contest.
Thanks to everyone who makes this contest happen. Operated
from San Diego Yacht Club's communications center. Elecraft
KX3, PX3, and KXPA100. . .W6BJB. Conditions were pretty good
this weekend. Only able to operate 3.3 Hrs. TNX for the Qs. CU
next time! 73, JR Rig- TS-450SAT Ant- Due to main antenna down
for repairs, ran barefoot using hamstick mobile antennas on my
shed for 20 and 40 meters. Antron A99 for 15m. CPU- Dell WinXP
Logger- N1MM+. . .W6JBR. W6UE at Caltech is back on the air
after 18 months of silence. One antenna is connected, an A3 with
40 meter dipole, but fixed ENE. . .W6UE. Checklog. . .W6UZ. My
first CQ-WW -SSB. . .W7AXN. Licensed 03-20-2017. . .W7ZFG.
Very, very tough conditions this year. . .W8DC. Just S and P
checkiing out new antennas. Right hand in cast. . .W8WA. First
licensed in April 2017. . .W8YPV. Our first time operating in the
CQWW SSB and the only goal was to get some experience and
perhaps get some new ones for the log, including VP6D!. . .
W9GRS. Keep on Hmming!. . .W9YK. I HATE CABRILLO. . .
WA0ILD. Longest contact I've ever had- New Zealand!. . .WA1BR.
Ten tec orion 2, ten tec 238C tuner, klm kt 34a, 160 meter 1/4
wave inverted L (130 feet, # 12 insulated flexweave 57' vertical),
120 radials. . .WA2ALY. What a great year! I heard more stations
from more continents around the world than I have heard in a very,
very long time! Despite the low sunspot number, hams turned out
and it was AWSOME!. . .WA2BFW. Operated remote from Tokyo,
Japan. . .WA6URY. Nice conditions after summer dry spell....however, I found myself having to operate S&P the entire contest.
Surprised by a nice opening to middle east and my first contact
with Palestine, E44WE. Computer power supply problems at my
HF Remote site delayed my start by more than 12 hours. What
you can expect with electrical upgrades and on and off portable
generator electrical power for 2+ months. Appreciated everyone's
contacts! See everyone in upcoming contests. 73's de Jack,
WA7LNW Station: TS-480, KPA-500, HEX Beam @ 65 ft, wire
slopers for 40 and 80 meters, combination of wire antennas for a
2:1 match on 160. . .WA7LNW. I enjoyed the contest! Worked two
ATNOs!. . .WA7YXY. Band good! Just not enough time to operate!. . .WB0RUR. Special thanks to W2YC for the use of his stations. . .WB2P. Thanks to W7DXX for the use of his remote. . .
WB2RIS. First ever CQWWSSB contest for me. . .WB6ETY.
Openings were only to South America / Caribbean as far as I
could hear. . .WB8WKQ. Propagation at this location was really bad on Sat only slightly better Sun. . .WB9BWP. Yaesu FT950 Butternut Vertical. . .WD0BGZ. Only had a few minutes here
& there to give out a few Q's 73 from NC Mark WG8Y. . .WG8Y.
CQ-WW-SSB 2018 Contest. . .WJ4HCP. I wasn't able to operate many hours, but I had a great time doing it. . .WN3I. Fun,
fun , FUN!. . .WN7T. Only had a few hours on Saturday for 10m.
. . WO4O. Wires only. . .WT1A. Great contest!. . .WT8WV. DX
on 40 and 80. wow. . .WX8V.

